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Nothing Is too late till the ♦
••• tired heart shall cease to palpitate Longfellow
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DORMAN’S
Home Made Ices
OPEN
Wednesday, May 3
CLOSED SUNDAYS
DURING THE SEASON
51*52

FOR SALE

DRY
HARDWOOD
Per foot, fitted, $1.25
Sawed,
$1.15
Long,
$1.05
M. B. & C. 0 . Perry
519 MAIN S T . ROCKLAND. -ME.
TEL. 487
50-52

But Vinalhaven High School’s New Coach Sees Rockland High School’s Outlook Is Not Dubious
— Chisholm Ace Pitcher
His Team Fighting For Every Point
(By the Coach!
taken care of and should provide
This attempt to give some infor- a punch with his potent bat. At
m a’ion regarding the baseball out second base It will be the veteran
look at Vinalhaven High School has Alley again and he should provide
been prompted by the many ardent plenty of base hits as well as take
everything that comes his way while
fans on the island.
Although the weather has been he is in the field.
Third base and we have the vet
very unfavorable for baseball, prac
tices arc being held daily. All the eran Hamilton, known in Vinal
■
candidates have been working hard haven as "Jimmie Fox." In the
to get into condition so that they practice so far his hits have been
may carry on where last year's going to the far distant fields for
extra bases.
team left oft.
Shortstop presents Haskell who is
The following letter men have re
ported: Brown. Alley, Hamilton also a veteran. His fine play and
Haskell and Dyer. Other men who big. bat should help Vinalhaven all
have had some experience are: season.
The other infield candidates who
Conway, Chilles and Johnson. The
new men who reported are: K. i will receive consideration provided
Rosen. Osgood, Olsen Lawry. F. they find their batting eyes are:
Rosen. Peterson. Walls, Young Libby. F. Rosen, Peterson and
Roberts, Libby. Williams Tolman, Roberts.
The outfield presents no letterClayter. Ames and Dickey.
I will now try to mention the men unless Johnson should catch
candidates for each position and tell and then Dyer would move to the
who seems to have the best chance outfield where he played last season
There are nevertheless three can
to play on opening day.
The catching position is one didates who have had experience
which will be filled by a new man. at fly chasing. They are Conway
It seems at present that as if B ur Chilles and Johnson. Of these
ton Dyer .a bunch of dynamite will three Johnson seems most likely to
get the call. Norman Johnson is start the season as regular because
another who is showing much of his hitting ability. Conway lookgood in the field and his batting
promise.
Pitching is well taken care of by has shown much improvement
Phil Brown who is bigger and faster Other school work has been keep
than ever. He should have his best ing Chilles away from some prac
year. Others who are expected to tices so he has not had much chance
give added strength in this depart to show his ability as yet. K. Rosen,
ment are Olsen, a big righthander of all the newcomers, looks perhaps
Clayter another right-hander from the best. If his good work continues
the Freshmen class as well as Tol he probably will be in the lineup
man. a Freshman southpaw. I t is very much this season. Other out
also possible th a t Osgood might see field candidatees include Young.
duty when he is not at the initial Lawry, Williams. Dickey. Ames and
Walks. Three of these boys are
sack.
I Osgood seems to have first base Freshmen and may improve as the
season rolls along.
This is my first year as coach at
Vinalhaven and so I shall not try
to make any predictions as to league
j standing, but I will say that I expect
a tough game each time we play.
May the best team wiy.

BASEBALL
TODAY

C A M D E N H IG H SC H O O L
vs.
R O C K L A N D H IG H SC H O O L
C O M M U N IT Y P A R K — 3 .3 0 P . M.
ADMISSION 25 CENTS
FIRST HOME GAME OF THE SEASON

Tn Liberia. Africa, the value of
paper money is depicted in varying
numbers of bread loaves engraved
on the bills. Pictures or something
familiar have to be used since mast
of the population is unable to read
figures.

AN ANNOUNCEMENT

LUCIEN K. GREEN & SON
F U R R IE R S
HAVE PURCH ASED

BURDELL’S DRESS SHOP
16 Sch ool St., Rockland
A nd will operate the tw o businesses as one, aim ing io
g iv e the same fine service as alw ays.
M iss Myrtie Y ou n g will remain in the em ploy of the firm.

NEW IMPORTED TWEED COATS
(a ll sizes)
U sual F in e A ssortm ent

QUALITY DRESSES
N ew est Styles, Popular Prices
SA M E Q U A R T E R S , 16 SC H O O L S T ., R O C K L A N D

SAVE
ON

A U T O M O B IL E IN S U R A N C E
IN TH E

TRAVELERS
O N P L E A S U R E C A R S — L IA B IL IT Y A N D P R O P E R T Y D A M A G E
(A m erica’s Largest A u tom ob ile Insurance C o .)
A t a S avin g o f 3 5 % and 40% D u e to N ew R ates
Just Out

(By Don Matheson)
decided edge. While he lacks ex
Camden High comes to Rockland s perience he shows promise of being
this afternoon to participate in the a good performer. Bud Small and
Paul Horeyseck are waging a battle
official opening of the Knox-Lin
for the “hot corner” and will prob
coln League baseball season. This ! ably share the duties for the pres
game will probably reveal just how ent, at least.
much of a th reat Rockland High
In the outfield Duff and Winwill be for the honors.
chenbadh seem to have the edge
New candidates in two vital de- j over others because if experience,
partments, the outer garden and but they will be hard pushed by
the pitching corps, may play an im  some youngsters, namely, Mike
portant part in the final standing McConchie and Joe Page.
of the team. "Buddy” Chisholm is
In the catching department we
the only veteran on the pitching are fortunate in having several can
staff and will probably have to carry didates. Kent. Olover is the choice
the burden. He Is also a capable at the moment, but John Storer,
outfielder and is a big asset in Cen Dominic Mazzeo or Joe Dondis may
terfield.
fill in. Other candidates are: Out
The infield is a well-balanced one, field, Oliver Hamlin, Harold Heal.
molded around that fine athlete. Roy Lindsey, and John Welch;
Austin Billings, who so capably shortstop, Don Cates, Dorn Maz
handles the shortstop position. I zeo; second base. Carl Kallock. first
Billings is ably supported by Dick i base. Art Schofield , Ingraham;
Fisher at the keystone sack. Fisher pitchers. Conary. Eaton, Rising, and
is back from last year and is al- ' Oeorge Ellis. Ellis did well in the
ready showing th at the experience Morse game and if he continues to
gained is invaluable. At the Initial improve he will be a big help to the
sack Don Chaples seems to have a team.
the last seven years his place of
business had been a t 370 Main street
corner of Spring, the attractive
W e ll quarters being a decided innovation

Clarence E. Daniels

Sudden D eath O f
K nown B usiness M an—
M aine’s O ldest Jeweler

THREE CENTS A COPY

V olum e 9 4 ...................N um ber 52.

[E D IT O R IA L ]

“The Black Cat”

SUN RISES ON REPUBLICANISM
A majority of the voters in the United States expects the
Republican party to be successful in the Presidential election.
At least that is the finding of the American Institute of Public
Opinion following its most recent survey, which shows that
52 percent of the voters see the Republicans winning, while
48 percent expects the Democrats to triumph. Two years
ago such a proposition was regarded as a miracle. The trend
toward the Republican party had Its beginning with the
Supreme Court reorganization bill, which found the Democrats
battling among themselves. Then came the November elec
tions of 1938 when the Republicans won victories or made
substantial gains in all parts of the country. With that sweep
ing change those who had been asking if the Republican party
would continue changed the form of their question. Will the
Republicans win in 1940. they wanted to know, and the present
survey, for what it may be worth, seems to indicate that they
will. The East and Mid-West are the sections where the
Republicans expect to corrall enough electoral votes to seat
Dewey. Vandenberg. Taft, or whoever may be the Presidential
candidate.

o------ —
o--------- o
LEGION'S FRONT UNBROKEN
The American Legion now has 127 Posts tn Maine, and a
total membership of 8582, which Is slightly in excess of any
previous year, and which entitles the Department to an extra
degelate to the National Convention. These figures are grati
fying for they show that the Department of Maine plans to
go forward with the highly commendable activities which they
have endorsed. The Grand Army of the Republic was a power
in its day; the American Legion will not descend from that
high plane.
0----------- o----------- o

SPREAD OF DAYLIGHT SAVING
Daylight saving is again in effect, and the 21 countries and
16 States which have that system are taking as naturally
to it as a duck takes to water. There will be state-wide day
light saving in New Jersey. Rhode Island. New Hampshire
and Massachusetts. Sixteen new communities in New York
and 11 in Pennsylvania will use the "summer” time for the first
time this year.

By The Roving Reporter
Is there any direct descendant of
George Thomas, builder of the clip
per ship Red Jacket living today.
This question comes to me from
Edward C. Moran, Jr., of the United
States Maritime Commission and I
know of no better way of learning
the answer than a query placed in
the Black Cat column.
“Speaking about snow on the
ground late in the spring," writes
George E Smith of Norfolk, Mass.,
"I well remember a year—it must
have been 1904 or 1905—when there
was 90 days of continuous sleighing
in Rockland, and the late Asa P. St.
Clair went to Union on runners
April 10. I wrote the date on a post
in St. Clair & Allen's store. I looked
for it when I was down there last,
but the post had been painted."
Travel by night tn the rural com
munities and you will be treated to
some picturesque grass fire effects.

in thls P*rt of t^le State at the time
the store was opened.
O--------- O--------- 0
While he had no business part
The estimated consumption of
Clarence E. Daniels died suddenly ner. Mr. Daniels for many year* had
HERR HITLER'S NERVE
“hot
dogs" at the World's Fair, war
at his homo 66 Talbot avenue Sat- the loyal and efficient co-operation
rants glorification, when it is con
Ever since Adolf Hitler made his address to *ht Reirhstag.
. of his wife, and in recent years of
urday afternoon, in his 70th year. . . ,.
., J
, -sidered that 30.000.000 frankfurters
and leveled his shafts of sarcasm at President Ronevelt's
I his elder son. Lloyd E. Daniels. The
and hamburgers will be downed with
Funeral services will be held at the younger son, Sherm an E. Daniels, is
peace offering, the public at large, or "the man in the street."
gusto by visitors and that Childs Is
as they call it. has been asking what it all means—is Hitler
residence this afternoon at 2 o'clock. employed in a jewelry establishment
preparing to handle enough meat to
correct in his summing up or is he "all wet?" Does he really
Rev. Dr. John Smith Lowe officiat In Bangor.
fill
187 refrigerator cars. Both
mean
that
he
desires
peace,
or
does
he
intend
to
go
ahead
The Daniels store in Rockland
ing. Interm ent will be in Achorn
frankfurter and hamburger will be
with
his
dismemberment
of
the
European
countries
because
has
long
been
an
institution,
espe
cemetery.
blggers and better, and quality will
they represent a God-given right for Oermany. Under the
The honorary bearers, all mem' cially among the summer colonies.
be a paramount consideration. The
caption
"The
Peace
Message
Is
Answered,"
the
New
York
bers of the Masonic fraternity will the members of which were quick to
appetite appeal of these simple midHerald
Tribune
thus
admirably
sums
up
the
situation;
be Mayor E R Veazie, Albert P recognize the fact that Its propriemeal snacks is no respecter of per
Confronting Herr Hitler's two-and-a-quarter-hour reply
Blaisdell.
Harry
H Hanscom tor was an expert in the business.
sons; both small boys and bank
to
the
President's
peace
offensive,
the
first
and
strongest
The deceased was a 32 degree Ma
Oeorge T Stew art Arthur L Orne
impression is, perhaps, one of profound discouragement at the
presidents get mustard on their
son.
being
a
member
of
Rockland
and Eugene E. Stoddard. The ac
enormity of the intellectual gulf now dividing the great powers
chins By this yardstick it is esti
Lodge.
FA
M
.;
King
Solomon's
of the world. To wade through that turgid mass of bad man
tive bearers are Allan F. McAlary.
mated that 15.000.000 of each edible
ners, bad history, bad argument, megalomaniac distortions,
Ralph L. Wiggin. George Thomas. Temple Chapter. R.A.M.; King
will be needed to satisfy the vagrant
debater’s
tricks
and
plain
misuses
of
language
Is
to
experi
Col. E. A. ‘R obbins of Camden. Dr "Hirams Council. RS.M.; Claremont
ence an intense irritation. Reasonable persons trying, despite
appetites of 69,000.090 visitors. If all
William Ellins wood and Elmer B Commandery. K. T. and the Scotall past crimes and errors, to get on with the business of thp
the frankfurters were made into one
Crockctt
I tish Rite bodies. He was a past
world cannot stop to argue with a tribal god. To thase who
it
would be nine feet in diameter and
accept Hen- Hitler's twisted assumptions all this is. no dcubt.
Mr. Daniels had teen in ill health eminent commander of the Comwould rise as high as the Empire
statesmanship
of
a
high
order.
To
those
who
do
not
it
is
mandery.
since last July, but had recently reState Building, while the rolls if
romantic nonsense; there 1s no common meeting ground, and
In former years Mr. Daniels was
one asks whether the world can continue to waste its time on
sliced
and spread would cover the
a member of Rockland Lodge of
the endless crations of this man, whose words are in his own
streets of New York, in which more
Elks and the Rockland Rotary Club.
strange language and who Is of importance only because of
than 7.000.000 people live.
the immense power for evil in his acts.
I t was during his affiliation with
The
answer
might
have
been
of
a
very
different
character.
the latter organization that he was
Not a few of the points made against the President have a
Recently a long list of old b ar
sent as a delegate to the Interna
certain validity. Marshalled in a shorter, simpler and more
ters appeared in this column. A t
tional Rotary convention In Ostend.
dignified way they could have been made with effect, for the
tention now turns to old-time black
Belgium, whither he was accompan
President's message was. obviously, a political move. While
smiths. Here is a list provided for
it held out. the possibility of truce and of a rational peace, it
ied by Mrs. Daniels and Mr. and
was so framed as to constitute a deliberate indictment of the
me by Mrs. Carrie B. Waltz, as of
Mrs. Charles W. Sheldon. This was
German tn the event of the expected refusal. W ith a courte
1889:
in 1927. Two years later Mr.
ous diplomatic answer Herr Hitler might, without commit
Gilbert L. Atherton, 499 Main
Daniels had th e most notable ex
ting himself, have parried the indictment and perhaps even
street; Alvah B Atherton. 499 Main
helped somewhat to clear the sulphurous air. With a twoperience in his career, a tour
and-a-quarter-hour emotional tirade—the half blustering, half
street; William L. Allen, 18 Park
around the world, on which he was
defensive protestations of a man already in the dock—he has
street; William J. Atkins, 756 Main
accompanied by Walter Perry, a
come near to pleading guilty to it. He has stood on all his own
street; Benjamin B Bean, 719 Main
traveling salesman.
grotesque and Inadmissible assumptions; lie has widened the
street; Zenas O Bragg, 6 W ater
Widely traveled In the later years
unbridgable chasms dividing him from the West, and so far
street;
James Bradley. 450 Main
from
truce
has
offered
only
a
continuation
of
the
war.
of his life, Mr. Daniels was never
So be It. It is no use arguing with a tribal god; and the net
street; Erastus B. Bragg, 6 W ater
theless a "home-body,” his two
effect of the interchange is to reduce the European question
street; Noah Bridges, 5 South»
dominating Influences being his
more sharply than ever to a naked computation in the balance
street; Oeorge W. Britto, 639 Main
family and his vocation. He was a
of brute force. But here the Hitler speech is not without Its
street; Cushman & Adams, Old
reassuring aspects. The very elaboration and violence with
member of the Church of Immanuel
which it protested the peaceful character of German policy
County road; David E. Carleton, 35
Universalist. Rockland knew him
is its own Indication of the unpopularity of war among the
Holmes street; Joseph W. Chap
as one of its most esteemed citizens.
German people. The abrogation of the Anglo-German naval
The late Clarence E. Daniels
man. 3 Pleasant street; David D.
Mr. Daniels was married June 13.
agreement Is an almast meaningless gesture, and a very small
Chase. 580 Main street; Leorr A.
1896, to Miss Grace Sherman, the
detonation to Issue from so big a gun. Though he repeated
covered to the extent that he w a s; 0 ^ , ^
toe utfcer.s
the demand for colonies, he gave no hint of any such grand
Chase, 126 Park street; Hanson
combination against the Western powers as has allegedly been
able to attend to his duties at the birthday. He is survived by his
Dean. Old County road; Joseph
planned. He assured the United States, for whatever the
store, and wa.i there the forenoon wife
two
abovc named
Driscoll. 17 Lime street; Henry H.
assurance may bo worth, th at he entertains no aggressive
before his death, being stricken and two
ldren _ Uoyd
Pales. Rankin street; Roland V.
intentions toward South America. And in taking up Danzig,
fatally shortly after partaking of Ke)th
of
and
Follett, 63D Main street; Volney T.
he returned to the smallest and least dangerous of the further
objectives now before him
his noonday meal
Follett, Old County rood; William
Barbara R. Daniels of Rockland.
It would be difficult for the Western powers to go to war
Clarence Eugene Daniels was a
F. Gurney, 501 Main street; G ilbert
for
Danzig.
The
Issue
Is
serious,
of
course,
because
Danzig
native of Belfast. In 1892 he e n 
Hall. 515 Main street; John K irk
THE WORLD'S FAIR
represente another step in the deadly process of attrition. If
gaged in the watchmaking and
patrick At Son. 4 Spear Place; Frank
Danzig goes, it will toe difficult to prevent the acquisition of
I IN A NUTSHELL
jewelry business in this city, and
the Corridor; if the Corridor goes it will be difficult to prevent
E Jones. 15 Limerock street;
the fall of Lithuania; if Lithuania goes it will toe difficult to
Here are a few pertinent facts
remained continuously at th a t vo
Charles Livingston. 27 Purchase
prevent the detachment and reduction of Poland. Herr Hitlpr
cation during the 47 years which about the New York World's Fair
street; Marcus Mank. 6 T street;
is still waging his bloodless war. and there is still the possi
have ensued. In point of service which opeed Sunday:
Arthur Perry. 64 Mechanic street:
bility that at any moment it may be converted into the big
Cost—$160,000,000
he was the oldest jeweler in Maine,
and bloody one. But a t least he appears to be waging It on
Thomas J. Plnkham, 6 Water street;
Area—1216*4 acres.
always under the same firm style.
the easiest front, with a caution which suggests that the grow
Levi O Robinson. 515 Main street;
ing reslstancse of the democracies has had Its effect
Participants—60 foreign goverrnFor 13 years he conducted a branch
Charles F Simmons. 24 Sea street:
What
Herr
Hitler
says
has
ceased
to
count;
it
is
only
store at Dark Harbor, Islesboro. For ments, 35 States, 747 concessions.
Tobias Smalley. 249 Main street;
what he docs that matters and what he will do remains to
1500 exhibitors.
Lincoln Snow, Camden street;
be seen. But in so far as they go. his words, while leaving
Persoinel—41,750.
the situation fundamentally no better than It was before, have
James Simmons, 501 Main street;
at least left it no worse, and that Is a good deal. In net result,
Buildings—Fair
exhibits,
20;
Samuel Thomas. 45 "Grove street;
the episode of the Presidential message would seem to have
other major structures, 32; exhibits,
Russell Waldron. 40 Grace street;
gained us two or three weeks of time and some clarification
44; foreign 23; states, 17.
William E Waterhouse. 15 Lime
and stabilization of the position. It could hardly have been
Heights—Trylon, 700 feet; Peri
expected to do more.
rock street; Charles A. Young, 110
sphere, 200 feet In diameter.
Park street.
Distance from Times Square—8%
NIPPED IN THE BUD
Y O U R F A V O R IT E PO EM
iAflt rtntfq
miles.
One year ago: Rev. Dr. Ouy Wil
Gates’ capacities—11 gates, total
Nearly 6,000,000 gypsy and brown
G O L O V E L Y ROSE
son of Bar Harbor was appointed
of 10,000 persons an hour
tail moth egg clusters and nests,
Go. lovely rose—
pastor of P ratt Memorial M. E.
TONY’S
containing millions of eggs, have Toll her that wastes her tim e and me, Church —An abandoned motor car
That now she knows.
been destroyed in Androscoggin, When I resemble her to thee.
BtfifiEST VALUE
was pulled out of the Bird quarry on
Cumberland. Franklin, Kennebec, How sweet and fair she seems to be. the Old Ocunty road. The authori
INA
Tell her that's young.
Knox, Oxford, Sagadahoc and York
And shuns to have her graces spied. ties were puzzled to know how it
AND RELIABLE
POPWAA-PRICEO
Counties, the past six months by
That hadst thou sprung
got there—Frances C., widow of
In deserts, where no men abide.
333 WPA relief workers. Adminis Thon
ELECTRIC
must have uncommended died. Ralph W Carleton, late of Rockport,
trator John C. Fitzgerald reported
died in Boston —Joseph Beaulieu,
Is the worth
SHAVER
SKILLFUL TREE SURGEONS
yesterday. The workers also re  OfSmall
beauty from the light retired:
who came here to manage the P ru 
moved 2091 trees which were so Bid her come forth.
IIU M W T I M
LARGE TREE MOVING
dential office, took kindly to Rock
Suffer herself to 'be desired.
seriously damaged by caterpillars And not blush so to be admired.
land. but somebody unkindly took
M. F . R O B A R T S
they were beyond saving.
Then die th a t she
to his car, which was found badly
The common fate of all things rare
Licensed Arborist
damaged at Juniper Hill.—The inMay read In thee:
CAMDEN, ME.
COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS How small a part of time they share terelass track meet was won by th e
That arc so wondrous sweet and falrl.
51*52

TREE SERVICE

Landscape Planting

C LA R EN C E F. JO Y
3 7 5 M A IN S T R E E T
R O C K L A N D , M E.
50-52

GREGORY’S

WORK WONDERS

—Edmund Waller

*-------
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And to know the love of Christ
which passeth knowledge, that ye
might be filled with all the fullness
of Ood. Epi). 3: 19.

Every-OtKer-Day

Rockland Courier-G azette, T u esday, M ay 2, 1939
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BASEBALL BEGINS TODAY

CLARK ISLA N D
MRS. MAURICE JONES
Correspondent

A party was held in the Church
last Thursday night conducted by
Miss Margaret McKnight. Guests
were Mrs. Beatrice Brown. Mrs.
Henry Carlson Mrs. William Caven.
Mrs. James Harrison, Mrs. Victor
, Bloniberg. Arlene Morrison, BevevHamblett, cf
I ly Magnuson. Frances Caven, Har
Brown, 2b .
riett Johnson, Selma Blomberg.
Cummings. lb
Alice Carlson, Dawn Magnuson,
Hart, c ....
Vera B'.omberg. Shirley Carlson.
Witham, If
Marilyn Baum. Neil Morrison Hilda
Stover, rf
Swanson. Ernest Swanson. Carl
’Johnson. Donald Johnson. Georg?
34 5 4 5 27 13
Baum Jr Floyd Johnson, Everett
Rockland High
Baum Jr., Nellie Allen. Elmo Allen.
ab r bh tb po a
! Elmer Allen, and Wilbur Alien Jr.
Chisholm, cf.p
1 1 0 1
Refreshments were served and
0
0 0 13
Chaples. lb
games were played.
2 3 0 0
The Ruby Seal Club met Monday
Billings, ss ....
0 0
' night at Frances Caven's home.
Winch'nb'cli, rf
0 0
I The next meeting will be at Beverly
2 2
Glover, c ......
Magnuson's.
Fisher. 2b ..
Mrs. Frank Johnson, Mrs. Carl
Small. 3b
Swanson and Mrs. Erland Swanson
Horeyseck. 3b
have employment in Thomaston.
Lindsey, cf ....
Ellis, p .
Maurice Jones has returned to
North Haven where he is employed
33 2 7 8 24 15 7 : by V. L. Beverage.
Morse
0 0 0 1 2 0 0 2 x—5
Mrs. Carrie Cummings has rq0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0—2 ' turned from Knox Hospital where
Rockland
Two-base hits. Duff. Brown. Base she was a patient 17 weeks .
on balls, off Ellis 2. off Morse 2.
Mrs. Henning Johnson lias einoff Locke 1. Struck out. by Ellis 10. i ployraent at Mr and Mrs. James
by Morse 5. Scorer. Marsh.
| Caven's.
Axel Magnuson is home for a
In line with precedent all sail , weeks vacation from New Hampings on the Vinalhavcn & Rock , shire where he is employed.
land Steamboat Co. lines will be on
Mrs. James Caven lias returned
standard time. The winter sched
; home iroin Knox Hospital where
ule will remain in effect some time
I she was a patient.
yet. Steamer W. S. White is receivMrs. Joseph Baum lias returned
ing the finishing touches on Snow':
railway. She will go on the full run froni South Thomaston having re
while steamer North Haven receive- sided at the home of her son Joa thorough reconditioning prepara ' seph Baum tiie pa^t winter.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Johnson and
tory to summer business.
son lewis of Massachusetts are
making their home here for the
A business change of importance
present.
is announced on page one of this
Mis. Jesse Williams lias returned
newspaper whereby Lucien K
Green & Son have purchased Bur- horn? from Massachusetts wliere
' she spent three months with her
dell's Dress Shop The two busi
son. William Williams.
nesses. occupying adjacent quarter
Mrs. Wilbur Allen has been seri
in Odd Fellows Block 1C School
ously ill but is improving.
street, will hereafter operate as a
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Morrison
single venture. Miss Myrtie Young
will remain with the new owners. and son Neil are visiting in Friend
ship.
Miss Burdell Strout who retires
Mrs. Nellie Hocking lias returned
from active business, carries with
her best wishes of a host of friends from Wiley's Corner where slie has
acquired during her long service been visiting Mr. and Mrs. Alfred
Hocking.
with Fu’.lcr-Cobb-Davis and the
Swings have been erected at the
five years she has operated her own
1Primary School.
shop.
The Greens, long time
Richard Richards lias returned
friends, also were with Fuller-Cobbfrom Rockland where lie passed
Davis, enter the new venture with
.th e winter with his sister, Mrs
best public wishes for success.
' Mabel Allison.

Rockland High To Be Tested Out By Camden
At Community Park, 3.30 P. M. ’

The Political Word

S O U T H T H O M A ST O N
Miss Carol Graves spent a few
days recently with her sister Mrs.
Orrin Benner at Benner Hill, Rock
land.
Mrs Elizabeth Mitchell and Mrs.
Annie Dennison were visitors Thurs
day in Portland.
Mr. and Mis. Amos Norton and
daughter Evelyn and Elsie were
gu . • Sunday of Mrs. Norton's sis
ter Mrs Edith Light ip Washing
ton.
The Grange play. "Correspondance Courtship" which was pre
sented Friday was well liked and
netted the Grange a substantial
sum.
Mrs Jesse Sleeper and infant son
have returned from Community
Hospital Camden and are a t the
home of Mrs. Sleeper's parents
where they are being cared for by
Miss Sleepers sister Miss Dorothv
Ripley.
Charles Peterson arrived home
Friday from South Weymouth.
M ass. where lie spent the winter
with his daughter Mi. Alfred Pills
bury
Misi Helen Sleeper Is spending a
weeks vacation from her teaching
in Bridgewater Mass., at her home
here.
M.- Dorothy Ripley arrived hero
Wednesday for a week w ith her
parents Mr. and Mrs. Fred Ripley.

i by buying direct from the producer said. the A.& P. still operates in ac
and selling direct to the consumer. cordance with the ideals eStabiislred <
He recounted that the young mer by the senior Hartford in 1859Great A tlantic & Pacific T ea chant first tested his merchandising qunlity food for America, at lowest
C om pany Is Celebrating theories witli tea. then costing con prices compatible with a fair re
sumers a dollar a pound, and man turn for producer and wage-earner.
A nniversary
aged to cut the price in half by orAN ENLARGED SURPLUS
dering
a shipload direct from the
Concurrent celebration of
! producers.
Parade of Progress" and the 83th
Aided by a sharp gain in operat
Mr. Hunt said that Hartford's ing revenues, Central Maine Power
anniversary of the founding of the
j success led him within a few years Company reports foir March sur
Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Com
j to open other stores to meet the plus after charges available for pre
pany. were hailed today by J S K. public demand. This enabled him
ferred dividends of $140,625 against
Hunt, General Superintendent of to sell at even lower prices because
$122,618 in the same month a year
the Portland Division of the A & P. ho could buy in larger quantities.
ago. The $140,625 net compares
as Joint dramatization of the con-1 The era of mass distribution had
with monthly preferred dividends of
tributions the food industry is mak begun.
$108,099 Operating revenues last
ing to the American standard of t The decade following the World
month were $563,141 compared with
living.
War was the period of greatest ex- $528,445 Net available for preferred
“The opening of our first store pansion for the A.AP. Mr. Hunt
dividends in the 12 months ended
on Vesey street in New York Jus’ .said. During that time, lie related,
March 31 last rose to $1,834,324
80 years ago marked the beginning the public became lyore and more
from $1 685.161 in the preceding 12of mass distribution." Mr. Hunt said | conscious of the benefits of the
month period, and compare with
"From th at small independent gro-1 chain stor? operations and when
preferred dividend requirements of
eery store sprung the idea for all | European markets for American
$1,297,182 Oross revenues for the
of the nation's chain organizations goods collapsed after the war. the
latest yearly period were $6,875,364
and the many contributions they a AP and other chains stepiied in
against $6,700,678 in the previous 12
make to consumer. farmer and to help farmers and producers by
months.
wage-earner.”
! creating huge new markets among
Mr. Hunt said that the first store the low Income groups. Producers
of the organization th at Is now nnd consumers alike profited from
known as the Great Atlantic & Pa- Hartford's merchandising prlnclWithout Liiotnoo—and loull EeU
cific Tea Company was founded in pies, he added.
Enrythiai fioa Sou* to Nutt
The
Ihoulj dltfMt l„o o-uihIi rf f-»)
1859 by George Huntington H art
The present heads of the com- ' d i ll , When yvu
M l h-»>r. u r« w . » » « • «
rkb fbudi of when you
rwrtuu*. hurried or
ford, an aggresrive young Yankee puny, Mr. Hunt said, arc H a rt-! thew
poorly—your ktomarh </t«-o Poura uul too
fluid. Tour food ikwm T d f|o t ai»4 you
from Maine, on the then revolu ford's sons, George L. and John A BU'h
b**e It*. heartburn, riuwea. pain or aour
You feel sour, sbk and up»«< all o»«r.
tionary principle that the consumer Hartford, eacli of whom has served ( •lomarti.
lhAtura aay n m r take a laiaUee fur a t« « *h
•alia. It la danferoua and floottati. It tah»» thaaa
was entitled to buy at the lowest the public through their organist- I fru it bbuk tablet* railed Bell ana for lnttflM lM I
lo Baka tha etcen lU m i ti fluids hannleaa. rall«»a
dtairaaa In no tlma and put you Lark
>u»-r
possible cost. Hartford lowered pre- tion for more than half a century,
(ML H»ll«( h M «uU. It !• .m .tln o e nd
»•
vailing retail prices. Mr. Hunt said. | Under their guidance. Mr. Hunt ( paclaga pmeaa IL Aafc for Ball aaa for IndlaaatU*.

Eighty Years Old

This Week’s Games
This afternoon (3.30 o'clock) —
A s Relating T o the G over Camden at Rockland: St. George
norship and the E xecutive at Thomaston.
Council
Friday—Rockland at Vinalhavcn;
Camden
a t Thomaston: Lincoln
Commenting upon Frederick G.
at St. George.
Payne's appearance in the guber
♦• ♦»
natorial contest Fred K. Owen,
Morse 5, Rockland 2
says, in the Sunday Telegram:
Rockland High headed the pro
"He has been promised widespread
support and it is admitted by all cession until the last half of the
that he will be a formidable candi fifth inning in Bath Saturday and
date for the nomination. At the then went haywire afield and at bat.
same time he will have to contend
George Ellis made his debut as a
against strong rivals and just for
boxman and for six and one-third
the present it will be a wild guess
innings gave a very good account
for anyone to pick a favorite.
of
himself fanning 10 of tire ship
“Mr. Payne makes the fourth an
builders
and allowing them only
nounced candidate, the others be
ing Blin W Page of Skowhegan. four hits. He was replaced by
Roy Fernald of Winterport and Wil- Chisholm at a time when the out
llan S. 'Linnell of this city. This look was squally.
The score:
does not, of course close the book.
Morse High
A very probable entry is Senate
ab r bh tb po a
President Sumner Sewall of Bath.
4 1 1 1 2 2
I haven't seen Mr. Sewall since the Carey 3b
last week of the Legislature but he Desmond, ss
said then he was almost on the Morse, p ...
point of jumping in. Since then Locke, p .....
he has been up into Aroostook
■
UNION
county and the eastern part of the
State. I suppose looking over the
Evelyn Danforth has been on two
situation. Those who have seen
week-,' vacation from her duties at
him since he has returned think
Samuel Sciger of Portland was
the post office.
that eventually the Bath man will the successful bidder Thursday for
The Odd Fellows district meeting
announce himself as a candidate. schooner Thomas H. Lawrence
Will bo held Saturday night with
“Not much has been said lately which has lain in the harbor for
Union Lodge. Supper will be at
about the candidacy of Attorney some time. Other bidders were
0.30 and Warren Ixxige will confer
General Franz U. Burkett and many Philip Smith and Isidor Gordon.
the ,-eeond degree on two candi
thought that perhaps he had con
dalSeveral Grand Ixidge officers
Southend baseball fans want Fred
cluded not to enter the race. But
will be present. There was a large
those who have talked with him say lloey reinstated as announcer of
turn ut of Odd Fellows and R e
th at he still considers himself a Boston's big league ball games a
bekahs at the church sendee Sun
candidate and will make an an position which is being held this
day. Pastor Ross spoke on the lodge
nouncement to th at effect when ,->eason by the old Fordham star.
emblems and their meaning.
what he thinks is the proper time. Frankie Frisch. Petitions to th at
Fred Spear is ill.
“With four and possibly five or six end are being circulated.
Mis. Lillian Pease of Beverly,
candidates in the field all o» them
Mass., called Saturday on friends
Unintentionally omitted a t the
sure of some votes there has been
in this place.
annual
meeting of the Rockland
some speculation as to how many
Mrs. Haskell suffered a broken
votes will be required to nominate. Garden Club was the report of the
arm Saturday in a fall and was
Again there will have to be some splendid planting project carried
taken to Knox Hospital for treat
guessing for a while. Of course, the through at Community Building
ment. She is now at her home:
more candidates there are the heav under chairmanship of Mrs. Clara
Mi Muriel Butler 1s with her.
ier the vote will be as each will Thurston. I t will come into its
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Howe
CO M PLETE PULES
have his friends who will want to own this season, backed by a year's
have returned from a visit with
P r iz e N o . 1
O
N
BACK
OF THIS H A N D B IL L !
get out and register their choice." development. The ivy and rich
relatives in Greenfield Mass.
• • • •
greenery makes a great improve
New FHILCO RADIO - with peiiected
Mrs. Laura Daniels is guest Of
elecliic puilvbutton tuning . . . accurately
In 1941 there will be elected a new ment. Further planting may be
MAY 1 - 6
friends in Boston.
tuned ior peilect tone . • in a new »nd
executive councellor in the Fifth done this season. H. O. Heistad su
Mrs Lottie Oleason and Mrs.
attractive
cabinet
*
District and the apportionment pervised the work.
KELLOGG'S
Nellie Dickey were business visi
vu«. ♦ 4 5 .0 0
gives Knox County the choice. Fred
tor^ Saturday in Rockland.
L
2 PKGS25<
RICE KRISPIES
Owen says:
Commenting upon Rockland's
Mr. Jackson and Mr. Butler are
The councillor in the Fifth dis streak of good fortune as told ex
making extensive repairs on their
McNeil Brown superintendent of
OLDS PRIZES AWARDED
trict is Percy T. Clarke of Ellsworth. clusively in The Courier-Gazette
barn and are soon to have electric
the State game farm at Dry Mills,
____
The councilorship in this district last Thursday the Bath Times ediLA TO U R A IN E COFFEE NEW VACUUM CAN
LB 27c
says that the fox Is a bad actor, j Thirty-one 1939 Oldsmobilc 8ertas lighting for their buildings, as the
goes this year to Knox county and i torially says: "The I. L. Snow ComCentral Maine Power Co. will extend
for the present it seems to be a pany of Rockland has been award- In fact, they have had so much | "Sixty" Two-Door sedans have no a
trouble with him at the farm they | been awarded to the lucky person: the line on the Augusta road as far
THE NEW CREAM of W H E A T . ,
PKG 23c
question who will receive the nomi- ed the contract to build a $100,000
a.- Ralph Sayward's.
have
had
to
resort
to
the
services
o
f
.
who
took
part
in
Oldsmobile's
nanation. Of the Legislative delega- wooden trawler. Years ago Bath
a professional trapper to thin him j tion-wide free c a r contest last
tlon the only candidate I have heard 1was a builder of wooden craft but
C A LO CAT or DO G FO O D
. . ,
CANS 23c
out in th at neighborhood. As an tl month, according to D E. Ralston.
P O R T CLYDE
of is Representative Alan L. Bird of ; since the trend to steel the wooden
lustration
of
how
destructive
the
general
sales
m
anager
for
Old,mo-'
Rockland. Mr. Bird comes from a building here has about disappeared,
Mr and Mrs. Alexander Wilson of
fox is. Brown say.-, that one morning j bile,
political family and his father and Too bad th at this is the case for
Thomaston called Sunday on Mr.
he picked up 50 pheasants, with
1 tin N e w H08MEL Chiekea-Noodle
Final
judging
was
completed
this
D O M IN O
his brother both have been member , Bath has the sites and mechanics
broken necks, lying not far from the ■week and the sixth and filial group and Mrs. Fred Seavey.
oeiy
1c
with
purchase
of
2
CMS
SPAM
Jn!ct
of the Council. Naturally Mr. Bird so th at the work of building wooden
CONFECTIONERY
Mrs. Jane Simmons who is ill is
pen in which they had been reared j of winners selected from entrie
would like to do as well as the rest boats large or small should be carattended by a Rockland physician.
SUG AR
of the family and as he has been a ’ ried on successfully here, especially Investigating the killings the au- , postmarked M arch 26 to March 31
thorities found the foxes would Inclusive, were announced as fol
Mr. and Mrs. Hans Smith of Wal
good legislator and personally very with Bath's prestige for building
pole. Mass., were guests Wednesday
jump against the wire enclosure a: lows:
popular, the chances would .eem to vessels as an asset."
2 PKGS 5 C
night. This would startle the bird
cl Mr. and Mrs. Walter Simmons
March
26—
C
arlton
Frye,
1047
S.
be very good that he will succeed.
who
would
rise
in
the
air.
many
and
Mrs.
Ada
Brennan.
Windsor Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif.;
A launching unique in Rockland's
He is a lawyer and a member of the
Mrs. Ralph Fields. Mis. Helen
history took place Sunday as Lu dropping to the ground out- ide the March 37. Mrs. Bessie Rogers 2006
important judiciary committee.
enclosure,
where
Reynard,
with
one
]
court
Street.
Muskogee.
Oklahoma;
Pinkham
and son George and Lewis
“Another man who has been men cien Green, Jr., lowered his new
KRE-MEL DESSERTS ASSORTED FLAVORS
4 PKGS 15c
tioned as a possible candidate for 24 foot knock-about from the second snap of his sharp teeth would break • March 28, Miss Harriet Fordyce - ° f Attleboro- Mass. spent a few
a bird's neck. leave it where it fell 508 N. 6th S t . Tonkawa. Okla.; days in town recentl>'councillorship is Col. Basil H. Stinson story of the Stanley Garage onto
OZ
and seek another, with the result March 29—Miss Doris Baumgartner,
Mr, and Mrs. Weston Thompson
SNIDER’S CATSUP
. . . .
2 14BOTS
29c
of Rockland. Mr. Stinson has had ' the premises at the rear. A space
no 'legislative experience but has . 10 foot square was cut in the rear that half a hundred were slain in .; 14072 Hubbell Avenue, Detroit. of Matinicus Rock recently visited
IALL
been prominent in the Legion. A of the building in order to release single night. Since the trapper got | Mich.; March 30. Katharine Jones' Mrs. Thompson's parents, Mr. and
N
A
T
IO
N
-W
ID
E
BAKED
BEANS
2
CANS 25c
in
his
work
they
have
had
little
if
|
Mrs.
Sherman
Benner.
1413
North
Tyndall
avenue.
Tuc
third man mentioned is Alfred the craft from workshop in which
Mrs. Laura Simmons entertained
C. Hocking of St. George. Mr. Hock- il was fashioned, and the boat was any trouble of this kind. The farm son. Arizona; March 31. Robert IL
has
som"
4.000
of
these
birds
at
tlie
Baptist Circle Wednesday.
Anderson. 504 Carroll St.. Akron.
ing is an important business man , then lowered over a skidway which
present.
In
handling
them
a
new
Mrs.
Edith Maxwell who spent
Ohio.
of the county but he too lacks legis stood on a much sharper angle than
T H I S IS C H I L D H E A L T H W EEK
45 degrees. All this accomplished plan is being given trial. In the pa.
"We wish to thank the many the winter in Philadelphia was in
lative experience.’’
"plantings."
or
liberation
of
the
tewn
on
a
recent
visit.
thousands for their enthusiastic
Mr. Owen might have mentioned a great deal of time as frequent
Mrs. Ada Simmons has returned
NATION-WIDE
two other Knox County men whose pauses were made in order th at the birds, has been carried out in the participation in our March contest
names are heard in this connection, launching crew might rest and the fall, but this year they go free in and for their generous praise of front a visit in Rockland.
2 %?s2 2 9 c
DRIED BEEF
Rev. John Holman conducted a
One is Albert B. Elliot of Thomas- i photographers might get in their the spring. Supt. Brown is a son fhe many exclusive features of
PHILLIP'S
ton. now serving his first term in deadly work. Arthur Johnson and of Col. and Mrs. Ralph W. Brown 01 Old-mobile's new Series Sixty car." funeral service recently in Swan's
the State Senate and his third i n !Elmer Johnson constituted the this city, and is having exceptional said Ralston. "The contest which bland. Mrs. Holman and children
TO M ATO ES
CANS 17c
the Maine Legislature. The other working force, with a very anxious success with hJs work at the State was conducted through Oid.mobile visited in Sunshine a few days.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Theodore
Davis
and
is Thomas McPhail of Thomaston,' owner supervising the knockabout's Game Farm.
dealers created more interest than
any similar activity in Oldsmobilc daughter of Rockland were guests
a former postmaster in that town, descent inch by inch.
E A S T LIBERTY
history," he added. "Many people Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Forest
HOLSUM
BIRD'S
and a leading party worker,
The
W.CTU.
met
Friday
with
1 LB
learned for the first time that Olds- Davis.
And there may be others.
PEANUT CRUNCH . JAR 2 3 c
2 Nc % 5 T '2 5 c
PUM PK IN .
Mrs. Catherine Smith of Rockland
Miss Florence Hastings. Devotions The Ladies’ Cling-tcgether club mobile is now definitely established
has
been
visiting
Mrs
Laura
Sim
were
held
by
Mrs.
K
ate
Brown.
met Thursday a t the South Mont- in tlie low-priced field and that be
NORTHPORT
SEEDED
BIRD'S—GOLDEN WAX
Mrs. Henry Hills Jias returned Good reports were given by Miss ville Grange hall where they ervqd cause of its low price a big. quality- mons.
NO 8
PKG
9
c
Mrs Lena Tibbetts. Ralph Sor
R A ISINS . . .
home after a visit in Boston and Mabel Seavey for the L.T.L. from a bountiful meat dinner to which built Oidsmobile is now available
BEANS
CAN 12<
May 1st to Sept. 6 of last year; bv their husbands were invited. It was to new thousands. This outstand enson. and son Raymond of Massa
vicinity.
SUNSWEEl
PETER PAN
Mrs. Cleone Whitmore has re Mrs Hope Brewster for Literature pronounced an enjoyable occasion. ing value has contribuLd much to chusetts. were guests of Capt. Her
8 LB
TALL
and Papers; Mrs. Florence Pike for The next meeting will be with Mr. Oldsmobile's consistent sales gains bert Elwell the past week.
turned from a visit in Augusta.
TENDERIZED PRUNES PKG 1 9c
SALM ON .
CANS 27c
Liouel
Heal
celebrated
his
birth
S.
S.
Work;
Miss
Ada
B.
Young
for
There was no school at Brown's
Arthur M artin the last Thursday made each m onth since the cars
day Friday by entertaining young
Corner the past week due to tlie Narcotics and Medical Temperance, in May.
were introduced."
GENERAL KNOX
friends a t a birthday party.
illness of the teacher Mrs. Leila Mrs. Kate Brown for Temperance
1 LB
Allen B. Craven and friend of
I and Missions; Mrs. Clara Emery
Stubbs of Bangor.
M A C A R O N I or SPAGHETTI
2 PKGS
Boston have returned home after
Rehearsals have begun for the for Publicity and for Alcohol Edu
WORCESTER
spending a few days a t the Fo'castle.
three-act play "Don't Darken My cat .on. It was announced th a t Miss
Miss Ieah Andrews, daughter of
D oor!' to be given May 22 by Grand Lily G. Matheson, field secretary for
IV O R Y SALT c r IODIZED) . .
2 nos 1 7 <
Sidney Andrews, died Wednesday
View Orange Dramatics Club. Those the National WC.T.U. would be the
alter a long illess at the home of
taking part are Mae Woodbury, guest speaker at the Mothers and
M
J
her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Brown. Laura Oxton, Rich- Daughters Banquet, May 12 in the
Sunshine
ard Brown. Madeline Mahoney. Congregational Church. Delegates to
OXYDOL . .
Forest Davis.
Elmer Oxton Marlon Butler, and the County Convention at Appleton
80 MULE IEAM
Inexpensive too!
Alberta Cortrcll. The director is May 15th were appointed as folE A S T LIBERTY
Louisc Brown with Thelma Wood lows: ex-officio, Mrs. Clara Emery
1 IDEAL FOR HORS D'OEUVRES
REGULAR SIZE 5c
BORAX . . .
e»17«
I and Mrs. Hope Brewster; delegates
WITHCOLDCUTS. IN SCHOOL LUNCHES
Thomas MoLain and Evangeline
assistant.
ECONOMY SIZE 10c McLain have relumed to Thom
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Flanders and Mrs. Ida Simmons, Miss Alena
A SPRINGTIME ASSORTME NT
2^
also our famous aston after a visit with their sister
son Ermo have been confined to i Young, Miss Florence Hastings Mrs.
B O R A X O . . CAN 1 Sc
OP TASTY COOKIES
l»
Florence Pike, Miss Mabel Spring,
ELBOW MACARONI Violet Davis.
their home with grippe.
Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Davis of
Leonal Shorey has employment Miss Edwina Jipson; alternates, Mrs.
at the same prices
Portland visited Bunday a t George
with Roy G enthner in Waldoboro. ■Louise Ingraham Mrs. Anna Brazier
There were no services Sunday at ' Miss Margaret McKnight. Mrs.
McLains.
Alice Howes who has been ill
the Chapel at Saturday Cove due to Velma Olds, Mrs. Minnie Cross,
w,th grippe Is able to sit up and I
the illness of the minister Rev- Mrs. W. J. Grady. Mrs. Nellie Magune, Miss Bertha Orbeton.
goes out occasionally.
Duncan Rogers.
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A BRIEF TERM PROMISED

i

the mission, Maine coast towns, es There will be no meeting of tha
pecially those in the “Down East” Rocklhnd Lions Club tomorrow
section, have made contributions to noon, due to the fact th at th e zona
••COMING EVENTS CAST THEIR
Curtain W ill A gain Rise O n T h e G ood T hat the Sea the best of their ability and the meeting will be held th a t night a t
SHADOWS BEFORE"
May 3—Warren—Annual meeting of
Federal R evu e A t C om 
Coast M ission B oat D oes island churches have supplemented ‘T h e I/ibster Pot,'’ in Friendship
Lincoln Baptist Ass’n.
On the following Wednesday th©
them with good work.
Members
of
Claremont
ComMay 5 —Stonington— Entertainment
m unity Building
In M aine W aters
ry Grade Schools.
The Sunbeam bears the effects of local club will have a double a ttra c 
mandery
K.
T.
are
asked
to
report
May 5 (3 to 9.301—Annual meeting
its strenuous work on a rugged tion—an address by Rev. Newell
at Woman's Educational Club at Grand a t the asylum at 1 p. m. today, in
Once more the Federal Theatre
Through winter storms and heavy
Army hall.
coast
and lias readied, the point J. Smith, pastor of the Tenants
full
Templar
uniform
to
attend
the
May #—8t. George reunion at Hotel
of Maine makes a contribution to seas the 80-foot power boat Sun
Continental. Cambridge. Mass.
where
repairs to engine and hull | Harbor B aptist Church who will
Maine's gay life. This time it is a beam, owned and operated by the
May 7 Opening of Beach Inn. Lin funeral of Past Emment Command
are
vitally
necessary. Hope that a also play several saxophone selec
Bridgewater,
Mass.,
Oct.
14,
1929.
Hon.
Albert
Beliveau
of
Rumford
colnville Beach.
er. E. C. Daniels.
brand new version of its popular
May 9—Rockport—Carden Club meets
Maine Sea Coast Mission, lias main new and larger boat may be sub tions accompanied at the piano by
Libellant
asks
for
custody
of
minor
is
presiding
over
the
term
of
Knox
at Heistad home.
vaudeville, musical revue in which
tained its faithful vigil from Kittery j stituted Is being cherished by the his wife. Mr. Smith's subject will
Vesper Grover has leased the
May 11 —Thomaston— Garden Club
County Superior Court which con child, Bradford, age 7 years. Tir- the vaudeville, dramatic and spec
meets at Mrs. Ethel McDonald's.
to
Calais the past season, munned by society. It would mean economy in be "That Scientific Shovel."
quarters
lately
occupied
by
P.
L.
rell
for
libellant.
May 13—Hospital Day.
ialty actors who comprise the or
May 12—Mothers and Daughters ban Havener, confectioner, a t The Brook vened this morning, and for the first
Capt. Ralph Frye and a crew of two operating expenses. Supt. Bousfield
Marie
L.
Seavey
from
Walter
Sea
quet at Congregational Church, su s
ganization have outdone themselves
and accompanied always by the says. Meantime the work goes on.
and is renovating the premises pre time in many years a woman is vey of Rockland, married at Rock
pire* W.C.T.U.
and have proved th a t vaudeville
May 1>-V audeville and musical by paratory to operation as a lunch serving
Mission’s
superintendent, Rev. Neal with the Sunbeam plowing the
SAVE FIVE DOLLARS
as
court
stenographer,
land
July
21,
1910.
Libellant
asks
Federal Theatre Project at Community
really marches on. Tuneful, bright,
building, sponsored by Knox County eonette and ice cream bar.
D. Bousfield. from the headquarters coastal waters sometimes 10 days On every new art of teeth ordered
Gladys M. Niles of Bangor.
for
custody
of
minor
child,
Louise
U. of M. Alumni Association.
and gay, best describes this latest
during th is month. Make ap p oin t
on a stretch.
in Bar Harbor.
Rev. J. Charles MacDonald offi- ! M. Smalley for libellant
May 13—Maine Hand Engine League
ments for Tuesday, Thursday add
edition
of
birector
Albert
L.
beets In Rockland
At the morning service of the dated as chaplain. Sheriff C. j Eva M. Carter from William H.
The Mission's work is of a purely
Friday. Office over Newberry's 5c 4
May 14—Mothers' Day
Hickey's
colorful
revue.
It
contains
May 15—Knox County WC.T.U. con Littlefield Memorial Church Sun Earle Ludwick made the following Carter, both of Rockland, married
religious and philanthropic nature
Mrs. Austin M Moody has sold 10c Store. Telephone 415-W.
vention In Appleton.
a galaxy of star players, in a series
DR. J. H. DAMON, Dentist
bridging the gap between the main her cottage in St. Petersburg., Fla.,
May 15—Annual meeting of Knox day six new members received the appointments: Crier, Jethro D. at Rockland July 14. 1934 Wilbur
of skits, interludes and specialties
County Rural R eligious Education at right hand of fellowship into the D. Pease; in charge of grand jury.
52-tf
land,
which
is
well
equipped
with
for libellant.
to Mrs. Blanche Hager of Bingham.
First Baptist Church
tliat
furnish
almost
Iwo
solid
hours
church,
four
by
baptism
and
two
May IS (2.30)—Annual day of Rock
Allie O. Pillsbury; In charge of
James Widdecombe of Rockland of fun and enjoyment for the en  modern comforts and luxuries, and
land League of Women Voters.
the Island communities, where sick
lgh Boh
School students go by experience. O thers will be re traverse jury. John Mathews; mes- ; from Ruth E. Widdecombe of Ash
May 17-20—High
tire family. This company of play
rid s Pair.
jn tour to Worf
ceived at a later date.
ness
and death sometimes go un
senger,
Curtis
Payson.
Deputy
Sher
Point, married at Rockland April ers have won distinction for the
class play,
May i19—Rockport—Junior
» -“
rhe Blue Boy ' at Town hall.
‘The
attended, and where the necessi
iff Fred Robinson will be on duty as 9, 1935. Wilbur for libellant.
May 30 -Poppy Day In Rockland.
wholesome and clean atmosphere
Arrivals yesterday at Feyler's
extra deputy.
May 22 — Northport — Play "Don't
Eva H. Stein of South Thomaston that they have always injected into ties of life are apt to fail if the
Darken My Door'' by Grand View wharf: Louis Thebeaud. 15M gallors
winter is an unusually severe one.
As already told In these columns from Edwin R. Stein of St. George,
Orange Dramatics Club
their presentations. Music, instru The Sunbeam's visits are welcome
Scallops; Alebha J., 16.C30 mixed
May 30—Memorial Day.
there is very little work cut out for married a t Rockport. Sept. 29. 1923.
mental and vocal, is a big feature, at the lonely lighthouses and Coast
May 30—Union—Zone Rally of Nara- fish; Helen May. 17.030 mixed fish;
this term of Court; and even the Libellant asks for custody of minor
rene Young People* Bocletle* and Sun
but comedy is the keynote through Guard stations, and often hailed as
Dirlgo
First,
6373
mixed
flsh;
four
day Schools, at High Bchool auditorium
list of new divorce entries is scanty. children. Ellen and Raymond. T irout.
small draggers, 16,030 mixed fish;
a distinct blessing In the little
The list follows:
rell for libellant.
THE WEATHER
Included in tlie big features which
six small trawl boats. 12.003 mixed
Randolph C. Henderson of Thom
Beatrice E. Stone of Lincolnville will be presented when the show communities where the physician
fish.
and pastor have no abode.
aston from Pauline 8. Henderson of from Everett Raymond Stone of
The radio broadcails yesterday said
visits Rockland Friday night, where
At the little island plantation of
Miami.
Fla.,
married
at
Miami
North
Haven,
married
a
t
North
something about warmer weather
The annual sessions of the sevit is scheduled to appear a t the Matinicus, 20 miles straight out to
today, but th e frost was on the ieral Grand bodies of Masons are Beach. April 3. 1937. Harding for Haven Dec. 25. 1926. Libellant asks Community Building, sponsored by
for custody of minor children. Ruth Knox County U. of M Alumni As sea from Rockland, a Massachusetts
pumpkin when some of us arose this being held in Portland this week, libellant.
George
H.
Gardner
of
Rockland
J.
and Phyllis A. Montgomery & sociation is a colorful operatic in nurse, Miss Orace Wilbur, has been
morning, with a glorious sun and an with distinguished guests from Que
on constant duty tile past winter,
azure sky by way of recompense. bec, the New England States, and from Aris F. Gardner of Danville. Oillmor for libellant.
terlude in which a large group is her work sponsored by a local asso
OU can get all your gar
stop in and let us give you
Melville Osborn Welt of Rockport headed by Virginia Renaud, so
Fifty-three years ago the coming New Jersey. Scheduled meetings of Vt.. married a t Barton. Vt.. March
ciation
under
the
leadership
of
Mrs.
den
requirements
at
this
some valuable advice.
29,
1921.
Wilbur
for
libellant.
from Muriel Welt of Rockport, m ar prano; Thomas Joyce, baritone;
Thursday anarchists killed six po the bodies will be held for three
Muriel Welt from Melville Os ried at Rockland. April 15. 1934. Almon Whitney, basso, and in Gladys Young as president. The store. Complete stock of
licemen in the Haymarket riots in days, starting today (Tuesday).
We carry a full supply of
prevailing grippe epidemic brought the latest garden supplies
borne Welt, both of Rockport, m ar : Libellant asks for custody of minor
Chicago. And tliat's how ionic per
which excerpts from popular grand many patients beneath her cate.
Vigoro, the complete plant
Readers of this j>uper who have ried a t Rockland April 15. 1934. child, Marvin. 7. M Dwinal for
sons. not necessarily anarchists, reel
operas are the main theme. Tlie On another island, remote from the are available at reasonable
food. It's the plant food that
been
noting tlw many fish arrivals Libellant asks tor custody of minor libellant.
about The W eather Man
chief comedy element is, of course mainland, a school teacher has been prices.
supplies all the required nour
a t Pevlers wharf will not be sur child, Marvin O. Edward 8.. AnVirgil W. W Oardner from M ari carried by tliat imctlous young
provided—for
the
cause
of
educa
ishment growing plants need
In
making
plans
for
your
on N. Oardner of Camden, married comedian. Ted Clawson, who has
More Talk of the Town on Page 2. prised to learn th at this enterpris tlioine of Portland for libellant.
from the soil.
lawn and garden this spring,
ing concern needs additional ac
Marion Turnbull from Edward at Camden. May 29, 1937. Perry for won so many friends by his comedy tion must not suffer.
Religious services have been con
commodations.
To
this
end
there
Turnbull
of
Rockland,
married
at
i
libellant.
The managers of the Home for
and banjo specialties.
ducted by the Mission in many lone
Aged Women will meet Wednes will soon be erected two large ad
Tlie male quartet, Herbert Swift, ly sections, and where death ha.i
ditional
buildings,
one
125x40
feet
Aurora lodge FA M meets tomor
day a t 2.30 a t the home of Mrs.
Henry Litchfield. Almon Whitney struck. Rev. Mr. Bousfield has spok
and the other 50x40 feet.
row night.
Tester Sherman. Beech street.
and Byron Pinkhain Introduce a en comforting words if the location
™ Complete p la n t fo o d
new routine of popular and comedy is within sailing distance of the
First of the local seaside resorts
An extensive job of grading is be George W h eeler On Trial In songs—in which Florence Finnigan.
Charles S. Maxc.v. veteran meter
A PRODUCT OF SW IFT
Sunbeam.
to open its doors to the public this ing done around the new residence
man for the Central Maine Power
C onnection W ith G lover | trills a few variations. All tlie
The Mission has undertaken to
season was "The Lobster Pot." a of Orover C. Hopkins on Lime-1
fo r S U C C E S S F U L
G A R D E N S
Company, is off duty on account of
other popular favorites will be seen, operate the past year on a budget
Friendship institution which has rock street.
Jewel R obbery
illness. Thomas Lawson Is officiat
including George Banks. Mary of $23 000 representing voluntary
gained steadily in patronage for
ing temporarily.
As a sequel to the jewel robbery Jenks. Rita Knight. Lela Lawrence, contributions which have been thin
several seasons. The registration
Walter Bay. radio operator, sta- I
Sunday was very satisfactory to tlie tioned in Guatemala, has been swhich occurred at the home of Mr. Pearl Oliver. Kathryn Larkin. The ly spread so as to accommodate the
A meeting of much interest to the
management and the service was making a brief visit at his Knox and Mrs. Edward F. Glover last Martinis. Tina Haskell, Danny largest possible number of cases
HARDWARE AND SPORTING GOODS
members of R uth Mayhew Tent was fully up to the standard.
week George Wheeler, a former Manas, William Gladstone and Deeply grateful for this voluntary
County
home.
328
MAIN
ST.
TELS. 205—706
held last night when circular letters
Rockland man who has been em  Gladys Stuber, Kenneth Harvey. work and mindful of the assistance
from national officers were read,
ROCKLAND. MAINE
ployed in a Boston restaurant, was Rev Heminway, Johnny Jenkins, rendered over a long period of
A School of Instruction for the
The public library will be closed
calling special attention ' to the ob Sons of Union Veterans Auxiliaries
arraigned before Judge Zelma M. and. of course, Birge Peterson and years by the late iRev. Orville J.
servance of Memorial Day.” Sister in this district was held Saturday Wednesday morning, to open at Dwinal in Roeklund Municipal his Federal Theatre orchestra of Guptill, former superintendent of
Mina King was welcomed back after night with Anderson Auxiliary con 12.30. while the staff attends the li Court yesterday charged with Maine's veteran theatre musicians.
an absence of several months. MTs. ferring the degree on Miss Alice brary round table in Belfast.
breaking, entering and larceny.
Lizzie French became the owner ot Weymouth of Augusta in an im
May 13 will be the date of the
County Attorney J. C. Burrows
Baseball at Community Park at
the “mystery box’’ and Mae Cross pressive manner. The local Aux
asked for a continuance in order lo chicken pie supper at the Congre
3
30
this
afternoon—the
opening
told interesting facts about her visit iliary also served a public supper
supplement tlie evidence already in gational Church. Further details
to the Massachusetts Department from 5 to 630. Department offi local game of the Knox nnd Lincoln hand, which, he said, included two will apear in this newspaper.
encampment. The National head cers present were Mrs. Mae Cross, School League. Rockland High depositions.
quarters assessment being due. it was president; Miss Marie Patterson of and Camden High are on the firing
Mrs. Pearl Leach Dodge is em
Wheeler, lie said had a criminal
voted to send the Tent's quota. Also Hallowell, chief of staff; Mrs. Ber- line.
record covering 15 years. Bail was ployed by Senter Crane Company.
all afghan books have been dispos'd tha Young of Belfast, chaplain;
Mrs Phyllis Hanson, formerly with
Rev. J, Charles MacDonald pa.s- placed a t $1000. and Judge Dwinal
of, and the "mile of pennies" has Mrs. Georgia P atten of Augusta,
the firm, has a position in New York
in
granting
tlie
request
for
continu
tor of the First Baptist Church en
lengthened so we feel assured of 100 patriotic Instructor; Col. I. Leslie
ance
named
May
11
as
the
date
for
tered upon the 12th year of his
percent on th e date set by the Crass, councillor and J. Manley Pat
King Hiram's Council will confer
local pastorate Sunday.
Twelve a further hearing.
Council; May 24 is the latest date. terson of Hallowell, department
the Royal Master and Select Mas
Wheeler
asserts
his
complete
in
years, marked by harmony, pros
Sickness among the members has council; after the Initiation, ques
nocence of the charge against him. ter degrees at 4.30 Friday afternoon,
decreased, but the committee re tions pertaining to the ritualistic perity and progress.
Sheriff C. Earle Ludwick and P a concluding in time to enjoy a
ported Sister Minnie Pet tee confin .-d work were asked by several mem
trolman
Carl A. Christoffcrson. who chicken pie supper and a concert by
At Pleasant Valley Grange to
to her home. June 12-14 is the da t? bers and answered by tlie depart
have
been
working unceasingly on the Council Band. The Super-Ex
for the Department convention to ment president. Members of Aux night. White Oak Grange of North the case since the burglary was cellent degree will be conferred in
be held in Bath. The delcga'-s iliaries were present from Bath W arren and Owl's Head Grange committed acknowledge the assist ;he evening with the Patrol and
elected are Ada Payscn. Dori* Ames. Belfast. Camden. Warren. Augusta will be special guests. Past Officers ance rendered by Lieut. Leon P. Band taking part.
Alta Dimick. Mae Cross; alternates, and Hallowell. Tlie regular meet night will be observed in the form Shepard of the State Highway Po^
Susie Karl. Jennie Pietroski. Inez ing of Anderson Camp Auxiliary of a roll call. All Grangers are in lice. Capt. Harold K. Maguire of tlie'
Packard and Blanche Sliadie. Beano will be held tomorrow with beano vited. I t Is hoped for a good a t Portland police and other Portland
will be played in the hall May 8 wit a party in the afternoon followed by tendance of all past officers of any police officers.
Saturday, M ay 6
Eliza Plummer acting as chairman supper, in charge of Mrs. Stella Grange. Cake and sandwiches will
9.00 o'clock
Supper was se n cd with Lina Carroll McRae and tlie regular business be served.
Beano a t G AR. hall Thursday A t C ongregational Church
hostess. Mary Cooper and Lizzie session in the evening.
E x a m p les:
When the 14 Civil war veterans, p. m. Good prizes, free special: aus
50*52
French are to sene May 15 os
who reside in Maine, assemble in pices Edwin Libby Relief C o r p s A > 5 ,0 0 0 POLICY WOULD PROVIDE
chairmen.
A >10,000 POLICY WOULD PROVIDE
Correspondents and contributors Bath for the G A R State Encamp
are asked to write on Only One ment June 14-15, it will unquestion adv.
$150 m onthly for 34 months
$200 monthly for 53 m onths
side of the paper
ably mark the last time the Ship
100 m onthly for 53 months
150 monthly for 7$ months
ping City will ever see them on
BORN
50 m onthly for 114 months
parade os a group, inasmuch as
100 monthly for 114 m onths 1
Johnson-At Knox Hospital April 27
MAINE’S LITTLE RADIO CITY
their
ages
range
from
89
to
102.
to Mr and Mr*. August .A
TEL. WALDOBORO 100
G le n Cove
St George a daughter Audrey Donna The parade will be held on tlie
Iletrhlns—At Little Nursing Home
Waldoboro. Anrll 24. to Mr and Mr*. evening of the 15th.
Matinee Sat-Sun. (also Holiday**
W E D N E S D A Y N IG H T
Em*'it Hutchins. a daughter.
Annual Rate Per $1,000. Modified Whole Life 3 Policy
a t 230. Ev'gs, single shows 7.30
A considerable job of interior
Guaranteed
First 3 le a n
D anny P a tt and N o v elty
4th Year Net
MARRIED
TUES.-WED., MAY 2-3
15% Lew
Age
Not to Exceed
st Present Scale
"4th Year N e t” shows
( Inuin M, r tiv .-A t Rockport April decorating is nearing completion at
This Maximum
30. bv Rev N F Atwood. Willard Gregory's. Tlie color scheme has
(Guaranteed)
(Sabjert toChanfe) fourth-year prenuumkieas
B oys
“W IT H IN T H E L A W ’’
Chenin of Camden and Mi*s Loulee
been lightened to a considerable
dividend at end of third
Morton of Vinalhavcn and Camden.
DANCING 9.00 TO 1S.30
with
II 11n Ilev-W Hiker—At RoekUAd. May > degree and the dark counters reyear,
at nur present sole.
$13.09
20
$12.41
$15.40
Ruth Hussey, Paul Kelly.
bv Rev J ^ h tr'K MacDonald. Herbert
DOOR PRIZE
Huntlev. of Rockland and Ruth Walker finished to a much lighter color
Future dividends, of coune,
John King
25
17.72
14.32
52‘lt
15.06
of Llmlnston
can not be foretold.
The Main street side presents an
THURS.-FRI., MAY 4-5
especially
attractive
appearan:e
30
16.74
20.66
17.56
DIED
Pole ies tamed at these rates
SHIRLEY TEMPLE
Wellierell—At V’e-1. Waldoboro. April through the installation of two
35
20.02
24.58
20.89
contain Premium Waiver
30. Mr*. Carrie E Wetherell. aged 85 "shadow boxes'' which make ail
In
years Funeral Wednesday In Attle
Disability Provision.
admirable display of new merchan
boro. Mass. Interment in Attleboro.
“TH E
40
24.47
29.79
25.32
Hastings—..
Thomaston Anrll 29, dise.
William A Hustings, aged 73 years.
of Williams-Brazier Auxiliary
Issued at ague 15 to 8$
L IT T L E PR IN CESS’’
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36.73
30.39
31.22
Funeml Tuesday afternoon from resl
I
denee.
Interim
nt
1
1
1
Thomaston
eeinoof Thomanton
with
At Inst night's meeting of the City
THERE’S no aoap, no
Minimum Policy, *6,000
50
38.18
45.89
39.01
| eJ5eNam<r»—At Boston. Mas*.. May 1
l.lndea, no lotion s to
Richard Greene. Anita Louise,
Council, Harald G. Philbrook was
Regularly $1.(M)—Are Now
Edward McNamara, aged 03 years. Re
buy when you own a
Ian Hunter, Arthur Treacher
quiem mass from fit. James' Catholic elected patrolman and Frank C.
R e m in g to n R a n d
Church Wednesday at 9 o eloek
Bridges
special.
Mr.
Philbrook,
a
C lo se-S h a v er. Lest
Hupper—A: Rockland. April 29. Lilllas
than a penny a month
G. daughter cf the late Josiah W former patrolman, who has since
Hupper aged 69 years. 3 month* 18
pays for electricity if
And m ay be oblained from
days. Funeral services Monday. Inter acted as special officer intermittent
youishave every day1
ment In South Parish cemetery. Si. ly. is one of the veterans of the D e
Any Thomaston Auxiliary
B E A N O T O N IG H T
In just a short time
Oeorge.
740 .'clock
Member
your Cloee-fihaver will
Marshall—At Per' Clyde, Aoril 30. partment. and an excellent officer.
Sarah
widow
of
.Lewis
L.
Marshall,
51-52
have paid for itself and you will
A M E R IC A N L E G IO N
aged 80 years, 2 m onths, 11 days. Fu Mr. Bridges, who has been employed
profit-n ot only in cosh, but in
Twenty Regular Gaines; Also Special neral services Tuesday at 2 o'clock at Perry's Main street market, has
getting the smoothest, fastest,
Port Clyde Baptist Chapel In 
Gaines
Door Prize from
most eomfortableahavea of your
terment In South Parish cemetery.
the necessary qualifications, and will
Consult A gent, phone local office, or write to the C om pany
,
Admission 25 Cents t
Van Sickle At Camden. April 30. Dr
life. The cost of a Close-Shaver
4T tf Louis R. Van Sickle of Lincolnville, be seen cn the beat very regularly.

TALK OF THE TOWN

Mrs. Carleton F. Snow of Rock
land will broadcast Thursday at
9.30 a. m. from station WLBZ, her
subject being ''Montpelier."

On Friday Night

A Welcome Sunbeam

Superior Court Opens With Justice Beliveau
Occupying the Bench

VZe Ve Just Visited , . ,
Crie Hardware Co.

Headquarters fo r

V igoro and
G ard en Supplies

Y

V IG O R O

Claims Innocence

CRIE HARDWARE CO.

Your family would need INCOME
if death removed its mainstay
H o w much a m onth

H o w m a n y m onths

would, be r e a d y ?

w o u ld it c o n tin u e ?

LENGTHEN AND STRENGTHEN YOUR PROTECTION

RUMMAGE SALE

WALDO THEATRE

BY THIS LOW-COST PERMANENT FORM OF POLICY

DANCE

THE COOK BOOKS

1*

A MONTH

Only 25c each

INCREASE THE INCOME OR NUMBER OF MONTHS

by a policy of suitable amount at these attractive rates

BURPEE'S
M O R T IC IA N S
Ambulance Service
TELS. m AND 711-1
M l-M I MAIN ST, ROCKLAND

lio-tf

aged 80 years Funeral Tuesday at 1.30
o'clock from Lincolnville school house
Daniels—At Rockland. Aoril 29, Clar
ence E Daniels, aged 69 years. 11
months. 29 days. Funeral service at
the residence on Talbot avenue at 2
p. m. today
Interment In Aehorn
cemetery.
Weed—At Rockland. May 1. Lovlna
Parker, widow of Davis Weed, aged 71
years. 11 m onths, 16 days. Funeral
services at the residence Thursday
afternoon at 3 o'clock.

CARD OF THANKS
Wc sincerely thank our many friend*
for the numerous kindnesses extended
to Lilllas O. Hupper during her stay
In the hospital; and our heartfelt ap
preciation for the thoughtfulness and
sympathy shown us In our bereave
ment; and for the beautiful flowers
Rent.
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Watts and fam 
ily.

The annual meeting of the
Friendly Foto Fans will be held to
night in the Congregational vestry.
The nominating committee has
posted two candidates for each
office. They are: Richard Bird and
Charles Havener for president; Er
nest Blaekington and Clifton Cross,
vice president; Earle Bickmore and
William Karl, secretary; Osgood
Gilbert and Hiram Crie, treasurer;
John A. Perry and Forest Pinker
ton. print secretary. The entertain
ment will consist of moving pictures,
“Highlights and Shadows."

is only $15.75 complete, with
case.
—•
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rr • * •
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^ v u d e n lia l
»152
A m b u lan ce Service
•

RU SSELL
FUNERAL HOM E
• CLAREMONT ST.
TEL. 66*2
ROCKLAND, ME.
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Unless There’s War
C om . M acM illan W ill M ake
H is 18th
Labrador

Every-Other-Day
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Capt. Cottle Writes
A nd Tells A b o u t C onflict
ing R eports O f the Red
Jacket’s V o y a g e

THE GLORY OF THE SEAS
As Embodied In Rockland-Built Red Jacket
and Other Clipper Ships
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Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Lieutenant - Commander Donald
W )
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The bon mot "Boze's obsession'
p
17
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B. MacMillan wants to embark
Mr. and Mrs. Phillip Simmons is all to the good, but the language
Rev.
and
Mrs.
C.
Vaughn
Over
aboard the auxiliary schooner Bow(Fourth Installment)
ment of the compass-es (five in
1
2i
I
W
20
21
22
man. Mrs. A. D. Gray and Mrs. were guests of honor a t a bridge is ancient modern. Boze in the verThe Flying Scud
doin on his 18th voyage to Labrador
number),
it
was
necessary
to
lay
party
Wednesday
night
at
the
home
nacular,
is
"screwy"
Naturally,
all
Ethel Benner attended Friday a
t7
19
28
2b i
2b
and the far North in June, but he meeting of the Damariscotta United of Mr. and Mrs. William F. P a rt naturalists are.
The Flying Scud was a Damari the ship to under close-reefed top
One of them
ridge. They received gifts, and re writes for The Courier-Gazette and scotta. Maine, built clipper, around sails for 18 hours, although the wind
says he won't if the United States Baptist Association.
iS
So i l
52
j5
34
drifts much nearer war with bellig
Good Luck Rebekah Lodge a t freshments were served. Honors at has a botanic garden out in the which a legend of a super passage was perfectly fair, and the ship |
^7
59
tended evening services Sunday at bridge fell to Mrs. Leroy Norwood. sticks somewhere; does not believe has grown up. This tradition ap might have run 150 miles at least j 3b
erent European powers.
1
in
money.
He'd
be
a
good
running
Mrs.
Leland
Philbrook.
Mrs.
A.
T.
ft
pears In “The Heritage of Tyre" by It would appear th at the lightning 1 4i
Pending a wax crisis, however, the North Waldoboro Methodist Norwood and Leroy Norwood. Other mate for Thoreau.
1
42
Church.
Struck
the
mizzenmast
and
dei
W
B
Maloney
a
t
pages
84-85:
Commander MacMillan at his home
Of course you were a student of
guests were Mrs. A T. Norwood,
The annual business meeting of i
"There is a legend that credits the scended by the lightning-rod to the j 44
45
in Provincetown. Mass., is working the Parent-Teachers' Association Ji Leroy Norwood. Leland Philbrook, human nature for years, and then
clipper Flying Scud ot New York, channels. The wind appeared to J
you
switched
and
became
a
student
4&
to man and fit out the Bowdoin to will be held Thursday at 8 o’clock Mr and Mrs. Partridge, and Mr.
45
50
47
of mother nature. Thoreau took with the greatest day’s work ever blow the copper wire of the rod
sail from Boothbay Harbor June 17. at the High School building. Plans and Mrs. Arthur Starrett.
accomplished except by a modern against the chains, and here it was
is
5i
53
54
52
Archie Little went Thursday to Shanks mare, a compass, spy glass Trans-Atlantic express steamer. conducted through the bolt into the
Observation of the movements of are completed for the May dance
pad
and
paper
and
studied
nature
________
Boscawen.
N.
H..
to
be
judge
at
dog
glaciers, a visit to the Moravian mis Friday night In the auditorium.
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82
in the abstract. The Roving Re According to this legend the Flying interior of the ship where it mag
b0
59
57
5b
trials Saturday and Sunday.
sionaries’ school in Labrador, and
The Senior Troop of Girl Scouts
porter takes a Packard, pad and Scud in 1865 or 1856. on an 80-day netized a large quantity of iron and
extensive surveying in Labrador served a luncheon a t the High School
Miss Lois St. Clair, employed at
i
b5
b5
paper, goes 50 to 90 miles an hour passage from New York to Mel steel Implements which were in the
harbors are the projects which Com building Tuesday noon. They were the home of Mr. and Mrs. Benja
Afterhold.
bourne
ran
460
miles
or
at
a
sus
and studies nature from the con
ft
mander MacMillan has set for the assisted by troop committee mem- min Watte during the illness of the
b7
b8
tained average speed of 19'i knots
To prove that these were the seat
crete highway. Get going son!
ten weeks', 6.000-mlle northern bers, Mrs. Alfred Storer. Mrs. flatter. returned Wednesday to Owl's
an hour from noon to noon. For of attraction. Captain Bcarse placed
70
71
cruise.
Herbert Newbegin. Mrs. John Bur
; Wewanterknow: About Horace 20 years the writer has been trying a compass in all parts of the ship.
Mrs. MacMillan, a doctor, a n en gess. Mrs. T. C. Ashworth and Mrs.
Miss Estelle Perry who was guest Merriam, who according to the to authenticate this legend. Many The influence varied in different
gineer and nine students from New B. O. Miller.
during the winter of Dr. and Mrs.
built ship. Live Yankee. 1863, are of the opinion that some a d -| places. On the topgallant-foreVERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
England colleges and preparatory
21-Elevated to judicial
1-Section
52-Mails
tons; lost 1861 ship Euterpe, mlrer of the ship projected an un- castle, the compass seemed someThe fire department was called L. W. Hadley in South Portland is
office
schools will accompany the com
54-Perch
lO-To yawn
Saturday to extinguish a grass fire visiting her niece, Mrs. Frank D. 1935 tons bulIt 1854 lost off coast usual day's work into the measure j what to return to its proper bearing; 14- Nome of Greece
23-Gave food to
56- Conjunction
mander on his 18th expedition.
Rowe.
of Brazil. 1871 Was the latter built of land or statute miles. Assuming abaft the mainmast, the influence 15- Wading bird
at Mrs. Alfred Chickering's.
26-Satisfled
57- Pungent
Wayne Moulton, M. D , of Saco, an
28- Engllsh pastoral
58- Summit
Mrs.
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Blanche
Moody
of
East
in the same yard as the ship. Red this to be so and 460 to be statute was much stronger; and in the after 16-On the ocean
Reginald
French,
who
has
em
interne a t Massachusetts Memorial
poet
60-An emperor of Rome
Union is keeping house at the home Jacket, after Deacon Thomas went and not nautical miles, the Flying part of the ship it was mast potent. 17- A compaae point
29- Excite
63-Performed
(abbr.)
Hospital in Boston, has been named ployment at York Harbor, spent the
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Of her son-in-law. Clarence Pea- I to Quincy. Mass ?
30- Not employed
65- Fatigued
18- Type of auto
medical officer of the Bowdoin. weekend with her mother. Mrs. W ar
31- Strengthene
body, during the absence of Mrs
Dad told me he worked on ship, tained average hourly rate of 16'i compass still revolved with consid 19- Falaifiert
66- Recent
ren
W.
Creamer.
James Wilde of Norway will be en
33-A dance
67- Prophet
Peabody, who is a patient at Knox Euterpe, but I always understood knots plus! Could the legend as it erable velocity. On a board placed ?O-Pond
Mrs. Leola Oliver has been doing
gineer officer.
35-"Arabian Nlghte"
68- A snake
22Maaculine
(abbr.)
10
feet
out
upon
the
larboard
side
stands
be
established
in
fact,
the
Hospital.
!Deacon Thomas built her. and today
69- Hard animal sub
hero
23- Obeae
Pour of the young men who will research work at the Court House In
Mr and Mrs Frank D. Rowe en- while at the library. I found the little town of Damariscotta. Maine, of the ship, the compass was found 24- Early English
37- Mietreat
stance
make the cruise to study Arctic sea Wiscasset the past week.
38- Ceases
(abbr.)
70- A Russian title
tertained at lunch Saturday in honor above. the first time I ever saw her that gave the Scud to the deep sea. to become nearly correct: by this
manship. botany, ornithology and
39- Girl's name
Miss Betheo Harkins has employ
71- Chief executive!
name in print or any record of her. might not be without honor in the means the true course of the ship 25- Seniort (abbr.)
of
Mrs.
EStelle
Ferry,
their
guest.
40- Scottiah language
geology have already been “signed ment a t the Riverview Restaurant
27-One who has leprosy
was
found.
land.’’
I
suppose
somewhere
there
is
a
Present were Mr. and Mrs. Ham
43-Consume
29-Type measure (pi.)
on" and Commander MacMillan said in Damariscotta.
VERTICAL
The influence above mentioned 10-lsland west of Great
"American Clipper Ships," by
46-Openwork of wood
lin Bowes of Rockland, lately re record of all ships built In 'Rock
he hopes to complete his roster
48-Drunkard
The Susannah Wesley Society will turned from Florida, and Mr and land but I have never seen it. F C. Mathews, at pages 210-2, re prevailed during mast of the pass
Britain (abbr.)
withtn the next two weeks. T he four meet Thursday afternoon with Mrs.
1-Consider
51- Browned bread
32-Chart
age
until
the
7th
December
in
lat.
fers
to
this
passage
of
the
Flying
There
is
a
list
of
“Ships
built
on
Mrs. Herbert Bowes of Union.
52- Seed covering
2- lnstead
J4-Crimson
selected are Eugene Woodward of O. G. Barnard at the parsonage.
ithe Penobscot." Is Rockland on Scud. I had an opportunity to 43 deg. 45 min S and long, 110 deg. 35- High mountain
3Wharfs
53lnflamed places on
Tlie
correspondent
had
the
pleasNewton. Mass., a freshman a t Bow
check this matter with Mr 15 min. E , where the compasses 36- Half cup (Fr.)
the skin
4- To wit
Warren Pearl, a student at Colby
recently of listening to a com- 1 le
no o tdoin College; Andrew Jenckes of
5- Pronoun
55-Part of a carpenter's
Matthews, author of this book, who seemed to become more correct, be 39-Winged (Bot.)
College,
spent
the
weekend
at
the
munity
sing
the
combined
gram6- Disk of honor
Bristol Highlands. R. I., student at
joint
I have just read three accounts wrote that his data on this passage ing found to vary but 3-4 of a point 41- Thinnest
home of John Bumheimer.
57-Mister (German)
7- Rubbers
42- Testator
mar and high schools at the high
Kimball Union Academy, and
of the famous voyage of the ship, was obtained from Maury's "Sailing to the eastward. I t is also worthy 44- Finished
59-Preflx. Around
8- Prefix. Not
John Grant of Castine was home school under the direction of su
Harold Evans of Newton and George
Red Jacket, by three authors, and Directions" (Edition of 1857 or of notice, that in this region sev 45- Evergreen shrubfpl.) 9- A weight measure 61- Leate
pervisor of music. Mrs Willis R.
Murphy, Dartmouth College stu over the weekend.
(abbr.)
62- 1* indebted to
they do not agree, so I am referring 1858i. The Seventh Edition of eral claps of thunder and lightning 47- Hobby
10- Manner of walking J64-A beverage
dents.
Mr. and Mrs Joseph Tail and son Vinal. A chorus of 100 mixed it to that great national news sheet, Maury's “Sailing Directions" (which were observed, and th at these were 48- Mincral spring
66-Sailor
49- Spread loosely for 11- Man'a name
Evans, who has sailed before wlt-.i Douglas visitd In Bangor over the voices accompanied by the five at her home port. Rockland.
recorded the results of his investiga followed by thick foggy weather,
68- Regiue Professor
drying, as grass “ 12- Absolute
piece orchestra under the direction
Commander MacMillan, will serve weekend
(abbr.)
The first account reads: “Clip tions into the passages of various which precluded the possibility of 50- Pronoun
13- Relieves
as mate.
Mrs. Henry K Crowell is visiting of Miss Verna Robinson, can give per ship. Era. Capt. A rthur H. vessels upon which his charts and any observation for four days.
19-Etruacan pod
69- Exiat
51- Male cat
plenty of harmony. Varied chorus
A good Maine sea-cook—one with in Beachmont. Mass.
Clark (1911) Feb 1854—13 days, "Sailing Directions” were predicat
When this was obtained, the ship
(Answer To Previous Puzzle)
graduate sea legs and the ability to
Mr. and Mrs, George Buchan numbers were sung. Included were one hour. Average distance for a ed) contains the following at page* was found to be 150 miles to the
jL E A P jS
produce palatable slum while his have returned from Massachusetts incidental solos, one in particular six day run in miles, 353 miles 779-81:
southward of her true course in con
p .a O j e
by
Ann
Norwood.
Another
number
galley heaves under him—must ye; and are at their home on the Wins
for 24 hours. Lowest, 219 miles in
"A correspondent has sent me the sequence of steering by the com
c- s W p p
of especial appeal was "Carry Me 24 hours; highest. 413 miles In 24
be engaged, the Commander dis low Mills road.
following account of the Flying pass. supposing it to possess the
A s T o B enefits O f Beer
closed.
Addison Winchenbach. who spent Mack to Old Virginny.'' with a hours."
Scud's passage from New York to same variation which has just been
Trade— A n d H ow W . C.
Annual grooming of the trim aux the winter at the Whitcomb farm humming chorus, the number ac
Second account: "Carl C. Cutler, Australia, said to be copied from mentioned; but. when observation
iliary schooner will 6tart early in house has returned to his summer companied by Charles Stimpson Jr., "Greyhounds of the Sea’ (1930i 13 the Melbourne Argus. I have not was obtained, the compass was
T. U . R efu tes A rgum ents
with the guitar. Part of the hour days, one hour. 25 minutes Poorest
May, when Engineer Officer Wildes home at Dutch Neck
yet received her abstract log. and, found to liave returned to its true
•This article by Nellie O. Burger,
and assistants go to Boothbay to
Mrs. Lettie Collamore of Friend period was taken up by singing run In 24 hours 300 miles. Average therefore, cannot certify as to the bearing, and thus was the course of
popular
favorites.
Opportunity
check the Bowdoin's Fairbanks- ship visited Wednesday with friends
President of the Missouri W.C.T.U,
for 24 hours. 343 miles."
correctness of her surgeon's state- ; the ship deranged, and her voyage
should be given the general public
Morse semi-Diesel oil engine. The in town.
appeared in tlie Union Signal, and is
Third account: " Ships and Sail merits. I have no doubt that those unnecessarily protracted. Oil the
ship must be painted above and be
Harry L. Childs of Ixwiston called to hear such a group sing.
or*. William H Clark <1938' Jan. 'brave west winds' of the extra- first of October, after the true bear
reprinted by request).
low decks. h er windlass adjusted and Saturday a t the home of Mr. and
El no Leino may be reached at his 1854. dock to dock. 13 days, one tropical south are capable of giving ing of Ute compasses had been dis
The papers of Missouri have been
navigating gear installed before the Mrs B O Miller.
home at East Warren by the tele hour 25 minutes. Best day's run, a speed to canvas, for days together, covered. sail was made w.th a
deluged
with an advertisement from
expedition weighs anchor.
Dr. George H. Coomtas, until re phone. Thomaston 191-21.
413 miles in 24 hours."
th a t has never yet been attained, northerly wind. an<J the ship deg 30 min S.. it again became dc- the United States Brewers Indus
Aboard the Bowdoin when she cently director of the State Bureau
No. 1 writes. "Voyagp from Sandy out upon the ocean and for an equal reached the region of the northeast
Ralph Crockett, a patient several
rangrd in long. 143 deg. lat. 41 deg. trial Foundation, so misleading that
heads North from Bcothbay will be of Health, ha* returned from Wash- 1months at the Veterans' Hospital Hook to Rock Light. Liverpool and I length of time, by steam.
rades on the 12th October, but 3 min S. This time the variation it merits a reply.
food and dental equipment for 4C ington. D. C., where he attended the ,n Tog^s js now home and gaining by his figures miles each day—2020 But there seems to be a mistake found only light air: and baffling
The brewers claim they pay over
was 2*k points to the westward; and
Eskimo ih the Moravians’ Labrador annual conference of State and Pro in health.
miles, six days average 337 miles.” I as to the incredible run of 6420 nau- winds from southward and e istthis variation has continued, and $400,000,090 taxes every year.
school. Commander MacMillan, for vincial Health Authorities and where
Rev. and Mrs. Will Kelley of Oak
No 3 writes. "Dock to dock ”
tical miles, of Mr. Stratford, in 16 ward.
Answer—The victims of beer paid
may still be observed on board the
many years the benefactor the this he was voted a life honorary mem land visited recently at Mrs Kelley s
No. 2 writes, "Poorest day's r u n ' days. According to him, the ship
The southeast trades, hcvever.
$1.800.000.COO additional last year,
ship
by
any
person
desirous
of
ob
school, presents the Moravians with bership in that society which will summer home.
300 miles" but does not give number j went, in 16 days, from lat 45 deg 47 were reached on the 23d of O'tc'oei
serving the same. 'Passage, 80 making a total of $2,200,000,000
suitable foodstuffs to combine with give opportunity for him to keep hi
Mrs. Olive Brazier and Mrs. Her of miles in six days.
min. S and long. 32 deg 6 min. E. to ! in lat. 5 deg 18 min N and long, days;
The brewers claim to have pro*
Signed.
Northern fare in the youngsters diet. touch with health work of national bert Waltz have been a t the home
la t 42 deg. 30 min. S. and long ' 30 deg. 27 min. W there found
Capt. Isaac Cottle
sided
over 1.000.000 jobs because of
D.
J.
Stratford.
Surgeon.”
The dental equipment, Commander interest.
-j of Mrs. Clarence Benner in WaldoHome Harbor April 30.
139 degg. E. The distance between strong whole-sail breezes, and kept
beer.
It
will
be
noted
that
the
ship
sur
MacMillan says, is necessary’ to re
Mr. and Mrs. John Dvorak and i boro for a few days.
these two positions Is about 4620 with the ship until Sunday, Nov. 5,
Answer—Actually le?a Ilian 75.000
pair damage done th e children's Mr. and Mrs. John Dvorak. Jr., ar?
and jjy, Harold
of plenty of willingness to learn. They miles, which was probably made in lat 27 deg 41 min. S. and long. geon stated:
are employed in breweries. Perhaps
"On
Monday,
the
6th
of
Novem
teeth by "civilized" foods, which are visiting relatives in New York and Manchester, N. H.. have been guests
29 deg 30 min. W
will elect a captain and manager 6420 by a slip of the pen.
ber. the ship ran the very large another 300.000 are employed in re
the bane of primitive people. Last New Jersey.
I of Mr and Mrs v A Rokcs
The ship was then steered east amount of 449 nautical miles in tlie tail beer places.
I have not the log. and therefore
as soon as more completely or
year, the Commander landed 20,000 Mr. and Mrs. M. S. Hancock and
Mrs. Laura Daniels of Union, ganized.
cannot speak as to the distance ac- ward with strong northerly and I 24 hours.’’
The brewers claim a market for
artificial teeth at Labrador.
Owen Hancock of Casco have been , gue6t overnight last Tuesday of Miss
Oscar E. Starrett, Fred Mathews’ tually run. for I know nothing as to westerly breezes, the ship often go-I After seeing a photostat of this 3.000.000 acres of produce.
All hands will take p a rt in pio recent guests of Sumner Hancock, j Mabie Crawford went Wednesday
and Sidney F Copeland attended the detour which the track of the mg fifteen or sixteen knots in the j
Answer—Brewers use less than 1
neer w’ork of sounding, aurveying
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Palmer and to Boston, where she will be guest Thursday in Rockland the meeting ship may make from a rhumb-line hour On Monday, the 6th nt No- | section of Maury's "Sailing Direc
percent of grains. Tlie total farm
tions."
Mr.
Matthews
wrote
on
Feb
and charting Labrador's coast.
children, Calvin and Cynthia ol for a month of her sister-in-law, of the Scott sh Rites at which the on the chart: but. with fair winds. vember, the ship ran the very large i
acreage in the United States is
11. 1930:
“No coastal charts exist for the Palmer, Mass., were weekend guests Mrs. Fred Fuller.
Rose Croix degree was conferred.
a detour of 1800 miles in 4620- 38 amount of 449 nautical miles hi the
"Photostat of Flying Scud's pass 319.841.000 acres, so 3.000.000 acres
Labrador shore above 56 degrees a t the home of John W Palmer.
George Benner of Waldoboro is
Mr and Mrs. Ellis Gray have sold per cent—would be very extraordi 24 hours. After some calm* and oc age from Maury's Sailing Directions Is less than nine-tenths of 1 percent
North Latitude.” Commander Mac
Mr and Mrs. E. C. MoUenhauer ill a t the home of his brother. Ju d  their place at Northwood Ridge. nary. But. admitting a mistake casional gales from the eastward,
has just been received and solves of the total farm acreage.
Millan said. "However, north of that of Brooklyn, N. Y„ were business son Benner
N. H. and have moved to the for here, the other statements are in which continued until the ship a r the mystery. I still think that had
The brewers claim that the brew
Latitude Labrador has more than visitors in town Monday.
Mrs. Alden Beals of Marblehead. mer Philbrook place Oyster River, teresting. for they are another prar- rived on the 12th November in lat. Maury considered the run of 449 ing industry pays over $1,006,000 %
600 harbors. Navigation data is
Mrs. Carrie E. Wetherell, 85. died Mass., guest of Mr. and Mrs. Walter which they recently bought. It is tical Illustration as to the time 143 deg 48 min. S.. long 5 deg. 3
day in taxes.
available for only three or four of April 30 at the home of her daugh Leavitt, South Warren, was honor Mr. Gray's former home. They ar- which vessels save on this voyage by min E.. slie again obtained strong miles not within the bounds of rea
Answer—The brewers and their
son.
he
would
have
referred
to
it,
these basins. We hope to return ter, Mrs. Frank David at We st Wal guest last Tuesday a t a bridge rived Sunday motoring through going south of the Admiralty gales from the Westward (this was
retailers take from the people more
even
though
he
says
he
did
not
prepared to chart most of them.” doboro. Funeral services will be party given at the home of Mrs wdth Lee Butler of Manchester, N | route:—
evidently the westerly passage wind have a copy of the log to confirm than $6 000.000 a day.
The movement of glaciers in held Wednesday at 2 o'clock from A. T. Norwood. Others present j H Mr. Butler was overnight guest
“Copied from Melbourne Argus, laid down in Lieutenant Maury's positions, etc. For anyone to say
In a word, beer's program is a pro
Northern Labrador reported to be the C. Fred Stone funeral home in were Mrs. Leavitt, and Mrs Oliver Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Butler Dec. 2. 1853:
Sailing Directions), which con th at the run is exaggerated is to gram of camouflage, deception and
as little as one inch per day, will be Attleboro, Mass., Rev. Mr. Lobdeli Libby of South Warren. Lunch was
"Arrival of the Flying-Scud—The tinued with tlie ship, with but be presumptive. Statements of po suppression. I t repeats ancient
noted by taking cross-bearings on officiating. Burial will be in Wood served.
clipper
ship Flying-Scud. Captain slight intermissions, until she a r sitions, dates, etc., are so definitely promises, never kept; reiterates pre
LETTERS
the glaciers in line with stone-piles lawn cemetery in Attleboro.
W. H. Bcarse one of R W. Cam rived in lat. 43 deg. 3 min. S. long. made that it seems to me that the - tentious professions never per
Early peas have been planted by a
IFor The Courier-Gazette |
to be erected by the expedition. The
Mrs. J. L. Palmer and son Dale few of the venturesome in spite of The NR A the A A A., the C.CC., the eron's celebrated Pioneer Line of 139 deg E . on the 10th of Decem
burden of proof th at the run was formed. It Is the old, old story of
WP A
student seamen will be given a and Miss Geneva Hutchinson of Bel of the cold, dull weather. Geogre
“false front" which may indeed for
What means these letters, you're asking Australia Packets, sailed from New ber. On the 24th of November, the not made la up to the doubter."
chance to qualify as able seamen fast were callers Sunday a t the home Gray, whase land is always early,
me?
ship was in lat. 45 deg. 47 min. S..
York
with
140
passengers,
on
Thurs
the moment deceive millions cf un •
(To
Be
Continued)
They simply sprll taxes another way
and navigators during the extensive of John W Palmer.
put some In April 15 and George Just "New Deal." plaything* don't you day. Sept. 28, crossing the Gulf and long. 32 deg. 6 min. E., and a r
Informed readers.
see?
sailing and surveying programs.
John Fraser of Lewiston was guest Counce the same date. Curtis
Beer-Makers’ 75 Year Record
The Supreme Court killed the NR.A. Stream with a strong northerly rived. as before stated, on the 10th
C U SH IN G
Commander MacMillan, a gradu Sunday of Mr, and Mrs. Charles Starrett planted his April 24. Mr. But the C.CC. Is well and hearty.
breeze on the 30tb of September. At of December, in long. 139 deg. E..
As
a m atter of fact, the 75-year
Hysteria seized the A A.A.
ate of Bowdoin College in the class Rowe.
George Jameson of Friendship iecord of the beer maker., of the
Gray usually gets his in by April 9, But the W.P.A. Is the life of the party 8 p. m. the ship was struck with running the immense amount of
of 1898, was a teacher in Freeport at
6420 nautical miles in 16 continuous spent Sunday at the home of his United States proves three things:
but was unable to do it this year.
These toys are big and take much lightning. The first flash struck
one time and won his rank of Lieu
JUSTICE FOR THE JEW
dough.
Mr. and Mrs. John Teague a t
the ship forward, knocking down days, thus averaging upwards of sister. Mis. S. E. Hyler.
1—For three-quarters of a century
And so they raise our taxes;
tenant-Commander ill Naval war
tended the funeral services in Cam- And we mast. pay. and pay. and pav. several men; one man was brought 400 miles per day. Taken as a
the brewers have had Just one ob
Mrs.
Franklin
W.
Mitchell
has
A booklet entitled "Justice for
time aviation.
the "New Deal." grinds their Into the cabin Incapable of stand whole, this voyage of the Flyingdan, Wednesday for Richarrd How- While axes
returned home after spending a jective, namely, to sell more beer to
He has been active in Arctic W’ork the Jew" is available, free for the arth.
Taxes have eaten up my farm,
ing from the shock, from which, Scud appears to have been one of few days with her sister Mrs. A. M the mobt people, of whatever age, at
My bank account Is gone.
lor 30 years, beginning as a surveyor asking, by applying to tlie Ameri
Tlie cast or the one act play. There Is nothing left for them to harm however, he recovered In a short the most successful attempts at ClarX in Rockland.
the highest price and greatest prout
with Peary’s Polar Expedition in can League to Combat Anti-Semi “The Midnight Ghost" were supper But the projects still go on.
time. All felt their legs go from speedy navigation accomplished by
the market will bear.
Mrs.
Lizzie
Wotton
is
much
im
tism,
270
Broadway,
New
.York,
1909. He has made more voyage*
guests of Mr. and Mrs. William We pity poor Italy and Germany too, under them, and their nerves were any vessel out of New York going proved in health.
2—By every means within th tir
North than any of his fellow-explor N. Y.. Suite 1308.
Dictators show them the way—
Simmons a t South Warren, Thurs For
greatly Influenced by the electricity. eastward, since o due appreciation
reach,
the brewers have continuous
Tell
them
what
to
eat
and
do.
Mrs. John C. Morse of Thomaston
This booklet contains pertinent
ers and lived in the polar regions
The second flash struck the ship has been had of circular sailing, so
day after which they presented the Well we have the W.P A
ly sought, in paid advertising and
statements
of
interest
to
everyone
was
a
caller
Sunday
on
her
parents.
Dictator or New Deal, either one,
from 1913 to 1917 collecting scientific
abaft the main and mizzenmast: beautifully and elaborately detailed
prolific propaganda, to misrepresent
got my fill and more.
concerned with the Jewish problem play during the program hour at I've
data.
But the only place we ll ever be safe, this also knocked down most of the by Lieut. Maury, United States Hy- Mr. and Mrs. S. E. Hyler.
Goodwill
Grange,
the
proceeds
of
and suppress the overwhelming ver
Is
on
that
"Beautiful
Shore."
Leroy Curtis a lad of 14 lias
Last, year on the Bowdoin, Com in America today. Among the con the collection taken to benefit the
hands on deck, and, curious to ob drographer.
dict agirtnst their business rendered
R A. M
tributors
are
Dr.
John
Haynes
m ander MacMillan visited Green
Warren.
I t was accomplished by tlie Fly- killed 29 porcupines this spring. The I by scientific findings and social ex
serve,
It
had
a
great
effect
upon
the
Junior
Guild
of
the
local
Baptist
land and Labrador with Mrs. Mac Holmes, Minister of the Community Church. Other guests were Miss
ing-Scud under very considerable State pays a bounty of 25 cents for perience.
compass.
the forefeet and nose. “Good way
Millan and his crew, sailing 7,000 church of New York; Dr. Harry Goodwin, who helped with tlie
Supplying information or sources
When first observed, the needle disadvantages, viz: she being two
3—Foremast among the various
miles in 11 weeks. With him on his Emerson Fosdick, Minister of The coaching of the play, and Principal of Information on street and high revolved with great velocity, and feet out ol trim, having a very heavy to pay your dog tax" says Leroy.
branches
of the liquor traffic, the
Mrs. Frederick Nord has returned brewers have always meddled In poli
retu rn he brought the first color Riverside church of New York; Gay.
way safety will be the principal work this continued for some time; when deck load, and being extremely
Hon. William H. Vanderbilt. Gov
motion pictures ever made beyond
The Student Council met recently of the Traffic and Safety Informa it ceased, the compasses were found crank upon a side wind, which pre from Thomaston where she had tics, fought desperately against every
ernor of Rhode Island; and Sig
78 degrees North latitude, only 12
tion Center at the General Motors to be considerably changed, and it cluded the possibility of carrying been caring for her aunt, Mrs. move to submit to popular vote the
mund Spaeth, Chairman of the Na to plan for an assembly program
Highways and Horizons exhibit at was afterwards discovered that they the amount of sail that She was Harold Vinal who has been ill.
degrees from the Pole.—Robert D.
legality of their trade, and attem pt
tional Association for American May 5. Tlie committee is Russell
the New York World's Fair. Many varied five points to the eastward of otherwise able to do. I t should have
Walter W. Strout suffered an ill ed in every’ possible way to prevent
Clark In the Sunday Telegram.
Smith
and
Ernest
Erkkila.
Composers and Conductors. There
Orchestra rehearsals are being of the leading safety organizations their true bearing, which, after a been noticed, that the Flying-Scud turn last Saturday and was taken the passage of temperance legisla
are many others, all influential
held under tlie direction of Verna of the country are participating .n lapse of five or six days, diminished crossed the equator on Tuesday, to the home of a friend in Rock tion and to flout it when enacted.
leaders of American life today.
the activity.
to three pointe. These facte were 26th of October, in long. 32 deg. 41 land.
A postcard will bring you the Robinson.
Mrs. Cora Harriman has re True heroism consists in being
clearly
proved by the position of min. W.; a t the same time it should
Twenty
boys
from
high
and
booklet, free and without obligation.
Correspondents and contributors the sun and the bearing of the be remarked, th a t notwithstanding turned from Thomaston where she superior to the ills of life, in what
grammar schools are out for basethe compass appeared to have a true had been caring for her aunt. Mrs. ever shape they may challenge man
Thc American idea is that produc- ball. Although there Is little ex- are asked to write on Only One north star.
I
n
consequence
of
tills
derange-1
bearing
in long. 139 deg. E„ lat. 42 Harold Vinal who has been 111.
side
of
the
paper
to combat,. •
• tivn if the highest form of service.'Tenence among the boys, there is

What Brewers Say,

P a g e Five

Rockland Courier-G azette, T uesday, M ay 2, 1939

Every-Oth*r-Day

me. as I know some of the answers.
name with two words. Then there
I was going to write that the shin
seems to be a break in tlie books for
Ayran was the last wooden ship
I find nothing more till 1913 and
Form er Rockland Man In built, in this country, sonic years
V inalhaven B ow ling B at Postm aster Drew D e lv e s 1914 with F. E. Littlefield, postmas
terested In The Black Cat later than Carlton, but If you had
Into T op ic o f W ay T o U se ter, using th© one word spelling
tles A s Bill Shakespeare
classed the steel four-masted barks
again.
— K nows A nsw ers
Nam e O f V inalhaven
M ight H ave Seen T hem
there would have been eight, anu
"This seems to coincide with my
one
bark, all built at Sewalls in
I Editor of Tlie Courier-Gazette:—
Tlie problem as to whether the first letter stating that it was some
(fifth Installment)
Bath.
time during the term of F. E. Little
I arrived at Coos Bay. O re, for
Peteronsky and J. C. Grimes ad town’s name should be spelled as field th at the name appeared as
Times are not bad here but the
I
three
menths work, after an over pulp mill has been down since the
vance to rostrum. They solemnly one word, or two, continues to agi one word on the windows of the
tate the residents of the Penobscot present Post Office, where it still is.
haul of $99,000. of which amount war In China, as 85 percent of the
shake hands.
Bay metropolis—Vinalhaven. Writes And I think it has been used as
$51,000 was contract, rest extras and output went to th a t country and
Peteronsky: "Wouldst that my
Postmaster O. V. Drew—
overhead. We are in good condi Japan. Nearly all sawmills and
one
word
for
the
name
of
the
Post
present problem were in algebra or
“Look on page 13 I History of Office ever since.
tion for another season of rough other plants are operating and there
geometry, which, if I could not mine Vinalhaven 1 and you will see where
work. I was out in two hea^y gales appears to be no labor trouble.
"I do not know at just what date
own self solve, I could take to friend the town was incorporated under the spelling was changed from the
—one in January and another in
(Capt.) Frank L. Brown
Empire, Ore April 25
February—with no particular dam
Euclid, who a whole new theory the name Vinal Haven (two words) two words to one, but the strange
so that really should be w hat the thing to me is the fact that it was
age except for clearing four mess
would evolve."
tables very quickly.
Correspondents and contributors
"As tis I sec myself in a most name of the town is. Since I. G. one worn in the first place Of
Calderwood’s article in the Cou course you will understand that all
Questicn.s asked from time to time are asked to write on Only One
horrid fix.
in The Black Cat are interesting to >side of the paper
My problem being, with one ball, rier-Gazette some time back I reletenee here is to the name of
looked
in
some
old
record
books
and
the
Post
Office.
Really
I
do
not
to upset ten rcund sticks.
Julius to Peteronsky: "Thou lead found the identical entry where the see hew one could get any name for
PRICES ROCKLAND STORES ONLY
ed me but 13 pins, my gcod friend name of the Postoffiee was changed. the town except as two words for
David Vinal was postmaster and that is the way it is spelled in the
Peteronskit.
Front: Miss Sargent. G. Beverage, It. Milk. I. Wooster. F. Brown. V. Joyce,
T is not so bad, if fact 'tis just as Dec. 31, 1879 he has entries in the incorporation papers. However, it
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I'd rather be behind in a close Post Office was Carver's Harbor the name of the town has become
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She began her unasual career for I on^ ’
mention a few—and deshowed exceptional talent and the
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Young Sheilo so near starved did here pro and con If the boot fits— ver's H arbor (and possibly South play made a real hit Assistant High. a year as booking agent for a dance j Rightfully illustrated by competent
PAPER
Vinalhaven) is now the town of
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most unnerve me.
Wayne Ross, was coach, much suc group and Oen. Smedlcv Butler In artists, the young reader will turn
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inne Greenleaf. Charlotte Mills. fOcd packing company at Topeka.
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John Chilles, Stanley Conwav. Kan Her third week in Kansas stance. about a New York lad in his
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vorite drink.
Lou sc Burgess Arthur Nelson and Ci'y found her as an entertainer at thrilling experience in tlie great
Scotticus (who by careful playing to two words (under what authority
And when they see its potency,
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Elizabeth Hopkins.
a hotel. She had appeared as an harbor on a three-masted schooner
I do not know' then back to one
has Just made a 10'.
'twill make them think."
become one of the “gang" to whom
John Morton celebrated his 101h impersonator before.
“ T is good bowling friend. I say word by the Post Office Depart
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birthday Thursday by entertaining 'One of her most interesting weeks, the lad later talks. Or select first j
ment. It's all quite complicated.
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pop. which Gocsicus drinks with it above the din.
a group of friends at his horn ?. so far. was at a pen company plant how the nation's children "make i
But if my arithmetic is good, thou Probably every person who ever
great relish.
n.
among his guests being Frederick M F :rt Madison, la., where she Christmas" with New England cn- j
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needst
a strike to win.
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Conway. Robert Teele. Frank Smith i worked In the factory. She smoothed ! thusiasts and then are taken to j
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And whilst there* many strikes as to whether it will be one word
in my veins, now will I blow you
Jack Wentworth “Junior" Green- pen points by rubbing them on a Christmas in tlie Piney Woods. Did
or two.”
upon the lists.
down and beat ycur brains."
leaf. Robert Kelwick and Kenneth fine abrasive surface with a peculiar you know that Coronado left, bars
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Most strikes come hard, except
Scipio: "Sometimes methinks this
Hopkins. Cake and Ice cream weie rotary motion, then Inspecting and of silver in Southwest California
from Communists."
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And for old Goosicus It surety
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Fugenicus takes a quid of tobacco
Normal School and was an efficient
It looketh like the sack for you
The smell impressed Miss Fergu
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were present Wednesday at the
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MIO 1 ? c
work, a lecturer, organizer and writ articles. She spent the greater part swer Dawn Boy’s "Wha ha ha!" anti
my heart, it sore my patience rowels.
all arc quickly gone.
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Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hart and
You'll rue the day you were a First thou art in my throat, then in children were recent guests of Mrs. er. She wrote the 'History- of Jones of the time taking pictures. The say to yourselves, "Wha ha ha!
port' for the centennial and a 'His lollowing week she spent at a pea Nuitiwa!"
my bowels."
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Erma Robbins in Ghent.
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Julias C. Grimes (to himself): "If
Eugenicus (wrapping his toga
(American Children is a Win
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proudly around his massive shout? this old Skip comes through and was recently observed at the B ap Coast.' Mrs. Littlefield was a mem doing office work.
ston publication, $150).
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this family medicine
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And pluck the feathers from the back and purse, and ends it all."
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From my old system flush ages
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Watch: “They bowl. Eugenicus by hoisting Eugenicus upon their shoul
Thomas Hughes of Colby College haven office from the arrival of the
dint of much contortion of boay ders and hearing liiin around the spent a recent weekend nt the boat Wednesday afternoon May 3,
until its departure Friday morning
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- adv.
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Mrs. Harding Cold spent a recent
Eastern Standard Time
Amid tlie din Havre, tlie Book weekend with M r Cecil Andrews demand in Malaya.
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Read Down
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Nichols of Everett Mass., have a r
worry does not cause my brow to pin. by one they win."
5.30 Lv. Swan’s Island, Ar. 6 00
Eugenicus takes off his sandals, rived a t their cottage for the sum
pucker. But help me barrels, hear
6.30 Lv. Stonington,
AND SILVER
Ar. 1.40
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docs a toe dance, and amid the mer.
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Carl Frank, who plays the role of
C
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Daniel*
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Mrs. John Shepherd III of F rank
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cheers of the populace there is.
me sucker?"
lin, N. H., is visiting her mother 370 MAIN ST .
of the same name heard locally three
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Quick curtain. The end.
Mrs. Frank Crockett.
Eugenicus: “You’ve heard the talk
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A r g o S ta rc h
7<
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lB"N 2 4 c
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The comparative neweem rs t o , nine lead in “Sergeant Madden” as
mentary rules.
Irving Sawyer at rived Thursday |
*creen rank . Alan Cui -L and La- an Irish waif whom Beery adopts and
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rain? John cn. win outstanding cn- Curti*s marries.
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white House Paint is another of
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Du Pont’s contributions to "Bet
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La ta |uf; ftee.
W rite CLEMENTS
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port, Me.
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Prize were awarded Mrs Charlotte
toria
when she opened the Ship
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to the filnu from the Long B each.. earlier Beery successes, producing news in this srene from Paramount's new “sweeps" comedy, “Sudden at a pageant in Manchester, Eng
and M r.. Lilia Williams for auction,
Calif.. Players' Guild, has the fern.- ' —adv.
Money.”—adv.
and Mrs Emma Kallock for Ciiiland.

THOMASTON

CAMDEN

Prize Trip Offers

The Home Garden

: MISCELLANEOUS •

In Everybody’s Column

TO LET

«
«

-5
♦
♦

FOR SALE

AT PARK THEATRE WEDNESDAY

AT STRAND WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

O.

THURSDAY

;EGGS AND CHICKS;
8t******»*****«*^

HOUSE
P A IN T

J. A. JAMESON CO.

CLEMENTS CHICKS
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Every-OtKer-Day
HUNTLEY-WALKER

OCl ETY
A. L. Briggs has returned from
n visit in Rhode Island
Mrs. Langdon Crockett is a sur
gical patient at Knox Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter C. Ladd mo
tored to Orono, Sunday to be din
ner guests of President and Mrs.
Arthur Hauck.
Mr. and Mrs. H. N McDougall of
Portland, accompanied by their
daughters, Mrs. Marcus P. Chand
ler and Mrs. Merrill A. Hay. both
of tlie Cape Shore, and Mrs. John
Haines McLoon of Rockland, are
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Percy L Rob
erts a' Jericho, Long Island, N Y.

Mrs. H. H. Flint has returned
from Brookline, Mass., where she re
ceived four weeks' treatment at the
Parkway Hospital

Miss Ruth Walker was married
last night to Herbert Huntley, at
the home of hLs parents. Mr. and
Mrs. Austin C. Huntley, Limerock
street. Rev. J. Charles MacDon
ald officiated, with Mrs. Huntley
and the groom's brother, Albsrt
Huntley the attendants.
T ie bride's costume was of blue,
with blue accessories. She is a
popular waitress at Park Street
lunch.
The groom is employed at Sihm's
Lunch.
The couple went following the
ceremony to the bride's home in
Limington. Upon return, they will
reside in an apartment at 28 P a
cific street. Both are well known
in the younger set, and they re
ceived the congratulations of a large
circle of friends.

SIXTY FIVE YEARS WED

At Green Gables

Mr. and Mrs. Lafayette W. Benner Come Today
To Another Milestone
At their home on North Main | city and county, however, for he
street—the house which the hus- I failed to b? elected mayor, sheriff
band built when he was 33 years ol , or county treasurer. He came with
in 78 votes cf becoming .sheriff of
age—Mr. nnd Mrs. Lafayette W.
Knox County, and lacked only seven
Benner are today locking back upon votes of being elected county treas
65 years of happy married life. No i urer. He has served on the Demo
formal celebration lias been planned , cratic city and county committees,

Mrs. Wesley Thurston was hostess
to T Club Friday night, the mem
bers enjoying picnic supper and a
Louise Foster of Portland is visit
ing
her grandparents. Mr. and Mrs.
thimble
party.
Two new junior nature and gar
Frank
W Fuller.
den clubs in Thomaston, bringing
Mrs. Mida Packard entertained
the total number of junior clubs in Corner Club. Friday afternoon a t
MLss Shirley Blackington Ls in
the Garden Club Federation of cards. Mrs. Charles M. Richard
Pelham. N. Y„ where she has em
Maine to 20. have been announced
son won honors.
ployment.
by Miss Elizabeth Carlton of Thom
aston.
Mrs. E. F. Glover, director of dis
Dr. and Mis. Guy Wilson went
trict number nine, of the Miane this morning on a 10-day visit to
The annual luucheon meeting of Federation of Women’s Clubs, and
Baltimore, Rev. L. Clark French,
the members of the Smith College Mrs. William Ellingwood. were in
minister of the Warren Congrega
Club of Maine and their guests will Winterport Thursday to attend the
tional Church, will be the speaker
be held Saturday, May 13, at the annual meeting of the Woman's
a t tonight's prayer service at the
Purpoodock Club. Portland, Miss Club.
Methodist Church.
Mary Ellen Chase, Ph. D., Litt, D.
and LHD, professor of English Lan
guage and Literature at Smith Col
lege, will be tlie speaker. T ie an
nual business meeting will precede
the luncheon, and Miss Chase will
speak at 2.30. The families of all
undergraduates of the college and
prospective Smith students are in
vited by the club to attend Miss
Chase's lecture.

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Perkins ot
Northeast Harbor, were guests Sat
urday of Mr and Mrs. R. H. Oilley
They were joined by Mr. and Mrs.
George E. Dunton of Winthrop.
Mass, for a motor trip to Skowhe
gan. where they visited Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Crane.

Miss Madeline Phtlbrick, has re
turned to Westbrook Junior Col
Mrs. Chal k s Schofield will enter lege, after a siege of grippe which
tain Tonian Circle Wednesday confined her to her home on Chest
night, with Mrs Earl MacWilliams nut street.
assisting hostess.
Mrs Choris Jenkins left S a t
urday for a several weeks' visit in
Dr. and Mrs. William Ellingwood
and sen Herbert, were dinner guests Portland and Peabody. Mass., where
she will be guest of her daughter.
Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
Miss Mina Jenkins and her son
Clem: ms in Winterport.
Clarence.

Mr and Mrs Frank A. Tirreil
and Mr. and Mrs. J. Hugh Mont
gomery of Camden, returned Sun
day funi two weeks' visit in Nor
folk. Va . being guests there of Mr.
and Mrs. Donald H. Hanley, for
merly of Rockland. The trip took
them through 10 States, with a few
days . topover in New York.

Miss Priscilla Lovejoy, was home
from Oak Grove School for a week
end visit with her parents. Mr and
Mrs. Maurice Lovejoy.
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Allen and
son Richard, who have been visiting
relatives here for a few days, re
turned Sunday to their home in
South Portland.

Mrs. Robert Crane (Margaret
Mrs. Au-,tin M. Moody, who spent
Duntoni et Skowhegan. was among
the out-of-town guests in attend the winter in St Petersburg, F la,
ance at tlie Dunton-Magune wed has arrived home. Mrs. Wallace E.
Spear of Nobleboro was her guest
ding Saturday
during the closing days of her stay
University of Maine will celebrate there.
its annual Maine Day holiday to
Wlio'Mtills a worth-while study
morrow. the program to include
club
and how and why? Friday s
work projects, sports, and enter
tainment. In tlie lust of committee Educational Club forum in Grand
Speakers: Dr. H. J.
meillb* r (or 'lie morning are noted Army hall
Weisman
on
’ Preventive Medi
the name- of Con1',ance Philbrook
of Shelburne. N. It and Elizabeth cine.' and Attorney Joseph T. Syl
Henry of Belfast. Virginia Pease vester Jr. of Camden, subject "The
of Wiicasset. who. mother was a Fair Labor Standards Act," popu
former Rockland girl (Grace Cros larly called Wage Hour Law. Club
by) Ls assisting with evening a r coffee, box lunch, at 6 p. m. with
current events peppered in all along
rangements.
For evening speakers at 7 State
Mrs J. Marden DeShon of Port Secretary of Y M CA. Kenneth
land, well known in Rockland, is Smith comes from Waterville to
one of the four Maine representa speak on “Character by Proxy" hav
tives at the League of Women Vot ing made a special study of the fa
ers conference, Washington, D. C. mous Paul Dwyer alleged boy mur
Mrs. DeShon, first vice president of der case of South Paris, which this
the Maine League, acted in lieu of legislature refused to re-open for
Mrs. Hcrschel Peabody of Bangor, possible new evidence. The other
absent due to illness. Rep. and evening speakers introduces a Rock
'Mrs. Oliver of the First Maine Dis- land son who has made good. He
i ’irict wi re guests of the Maine dele comes from Bangor to speak on
g a tio n at the League banquet where Personality." Herbert Prescott ls
•| Mrs Roosevelt anil Mrs. Taft spoke member of the professional WABI
and entertained the Maine women players of the Bangor-Brewer Little
it luncheon at the Capitol on Fri Theatre is coach oi Bangor High
day. Representative Brewster of Scliool debating and leaches there
Maine had entertained them Wed- in the English Department since
graduation from Bowdoin.
icsday.

P a g e Seven

Rockland Junior W om en 's
Club Has Banquet and
Elects N ew Officers
T ie first annual banquet and
election of officers of the Rockland
Junior Women's Club was held last
night at Green Gables in Camden.
Miss Ellen C. Daly, contact chair
man. representing the Mrthebesec
Club, was presented with a corsage
by the Club and spoke briefly upon
sportsmanship and good fellowship
among Club members. She also
commended the Club upon its
growth during the past year.
Following the banquet was a short
business meeting at which the anual report was lead by the secre
tary. Virginia Stoddard.
Mary
Lawry gave a resiort on the project
sponsored by this club—the Half
Moon Club which meets in the East
Room of the Community building
each Thursday night of the school
year. Miss Lawry also reported the
donations for the project to date
are—a Du-All Master Grill, a set
of glusscs nnd a pair of magazine
racks by the H. ,H. Crle Co. and
Rockland Hardware Co., an occa
sional chair by the Burpee Furni
ture Co. and that a number of other
donations will be forthcoming ns
soon as the club specifics its needs.
An outing lias teen planned to be
held at tlie home oi Mrs. Ruth Hoch
in Glen Cove, with Miss Ruth Ward
assisting.
These officers were elected: Presi
dent, Madlene Jackson; vice presi
dent. Jane Hall; secretary Jeanette
Stahl; treasurer. Barbara Blab-dell.

Mr. and Mrs. Lafayette W. Ki-nner
Col. Charles Robinson and Miss
Alberta Robinson of Portland were
weekend guests of the Harry A. Bnf- —that came at the time of their and ha wielded his .share of influ
golden wedding—but friends will call ence in State and Congressional con
fum's on Grove street.
and messages in varying forms will ventions. Tlie politicians always sal
Mrs. H. J. Weisman entertained show this aged csuple how highly tip and look notice when "Benner
Thursday afternoon at a deliglitf"! they stand in the community's made a political pronouncement.
bridge and shower in honor of Mr thoughts.
Not busy enough between politic.-,
Clifton A. Cross. Guests were Miss
Mr. Benner, who had been in the and bartering, Mr. Benner 17 years
Ethel Payson. Miss Frances Quint. bartering business 62 years when lie ago took up real estate as a side j
Z S ZS Z S
Z S Z S Z S ZS
MLss Virginia Snow. Mrs. Fred Line retired not long ago. was born in Issue and is still the middle man in ]
LIDA G. CHAMPNEY
kin, Mrs. Oliver Ingraham Mrs. Waldoboro Dee. 24. 1854. son of Ab numerous transactions.
Correspondent
Corinne Thibault of Salem, Mass., salom and Salome (Mink) Benner.
Five years ago Mr. Benner wa. I
zs zx zs zs
z s z s z s zs
Mrs. Henry Clukey, Miss M argant
He attended the rural schooLs. and made an honorary member of Aurora
Tel. 2229
Egan, Mrs. (Jerry Vaflades Mrs. on his father's farm worked in a Lodge. F A M., by virtue of 53 year,
Oilraore Soule and Mrs. Kathleen saw mill until he was 19. Knows affiliation with that organization H>'
Mr. and Mrs. H. O. Heistnd were
O'Hara. A luncheon was served by what work Ls, does Mr. Benner, foe knows of no other man who took his
the hostess.
he was an earnest helper from the degree., as a Ma,on and Odd Fel dinner guests Saturday night oi
moment he reached his ninth birth low the same night, and that's v hat MLss Ethel Reardon at Duck Trap,
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar S Duncan day.
he did when he rode the goat in Lincolnville who entertained in
spent the weekend in Exeter. N. H.
He learned the tonsorial art from Aurora Lodge. F A M , and Knox honor of Capt. and Mrs. John Wade.
guests in the home of their sen. the late J. Frank Marshall of Wal ! Ledge I O.O.F.
Clayton Smith, principal, reports
Maurice Duncan.
doboro, and four years later in 1877)
He has never missed voting in an these students as having perfect a t
he came to Rockland and hung his : election since he became of age, anJ tendance for the fifth ; ::-wpek
C. U. Bishop and family haw sign over the little shop at tne , at the March town meeting in Wat- period; Grade VIII Mildred Ames.
moved to Somerville. Mass., Mr. Northend where for 58 successive I dc'jcro he was an observer interest- Earlene Davis. Donald Pu.liaw. Ed
Bishop late of the Maine Inshore years hundreds of customers came 1ed to see how they did things where gar Simonton; VII. Robert Hare,
Patrol having been transferred to to learn the touch of hLs razor and I he ure-d to be a participant 62 years Mary Hawkins, Rebel la Simmons.
Boston.
shears.
,
! ago
He found only four ac Harold Tolman. Carolic Wilson; VI
Patricia Wall, June Styles; V.
It was more than a barber shop cf quaintances.
Rev. H. R. Wtnehenbaugh recent
Blackington,
K« nneih
which Mr. Benner was proprietor; it
A bit hard of heating. Mr. Benner Gladys
ly operated upon at Knox Hospital
was an open forum where men gath is ke. i enough with other faculties, Marston, Mildred Telman: IV. Allen
Ls making excellent progress toward
ered in the run of an evening main and i .;n even read fine print without Robbins; primary, Edwa.d Ausprecovery.
ly io discuss politics, which was the the aid cf glasses.
land. Tiese students have just re
ceived
their seven Doin' pin .: Caro
barber's
chief
hobby.
Mrs.
Benner's
maiden
name
was
Opportunity Class meets Thurs
line
Burns.
Merten Warren. Arlene
He
not
only
won
the
confidence
cf
Hattie
E.
Hahn.
She
is
the
daugh
day night at 7.30. a t the home of
Mrs. Charlotte Kaler, Masonic the "open forum" but became un ter of the late Edward Hahn, who Spear. Alice FuU r, Edward Auspbeatable in Ward 2. which frequently was superintendent of schools, a land. Sidney Silnscn, Evangeline
street.
shifted its political allegiance, but schcol teacher and prominent in Carle. This makes a total of 45
Mr. and Mrs. diaries W. Sheldon never failed to elect Lafayette W. town affairs. Her mother was Ber- seven point pupils.
are attending the Worlds Fair in Benner on the Democratic ticket. ! tha Winchenbach.
Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo 3p"ar re
New York—possibly the first from He was elected to the Common
Mr. and Mrs. Benner are in their turned Friday from Lakeland. Fla.,
Council in 1885. serving one year in ' 85th year. Mrs. Benner being the where they spent the winter an l
this city.
the lower branch. On 14 succeed i senior by two months. Her general are again oceupyln; lire ir home on
Mrs. Helen Carlson has returned ing occasions—one of them within a health is excellent. She Ls a mem Spear street.
from a visit in Portland where few years—he was elected to the ber cf Golden Rod Chapter. O ES.
Dr. and Mrs. Frank L. Magune ot
she was guest of her son Edward. Board of Aldermen and had several
Of this couple's four children only Worcester. Mass., and Mrs. Nellie
times been chairman of that body.
one survives—Floyd L. Benner, an Magune cf Rccklan.d were callers
The Arts and Crafts Society met
He was not proof against pre employe of Central Maine Power Saturday on friends in town.
last night at What Not Shop, with dominating Republicanism in the
Company in Augusta.
Mrs. Minnie Weed has -eturned
interesting progress on home craft
from
Roxbury, where sir 'pent the
work. At the meeting next Sunday
BALI ARB BUSINESS SCHOOL
Miss Dorctyy Frost of Bates Col winter with her d a u r 'iT . Mrs.
work will continue on needlepoint
lege spent the weekend at home
Marshall E Reed
hooked rugs and mats and other
Gregg shorthand awards for this
Miss Carolee Wilson >|- nt the
unfinished articles.
period are Lawrence Yates, 100 Mrs. H. D Henderson is recover weekend as guest of Wi«s Arlene
word certificate; Katherirne A. ing from an attack of influenza
Keller at her licme in West ReekMrs. Wilfred Morin of Portland
Veazie and Jeanette Philbrook. 80 after being ill for several weeks.
was a recent dinner guest of Mrs.
port.
word certificates. The Theory Test
Several from here are planning io
Horace Coombs.
certificates go to Mary F. Brown.
"Toppy” Bird and Robert Adams attend the annual meeting of tlie
Mrs. C. F Summons who has spent Arlene E. Nelson. Margarert E. of Noblc-Greenougli School in Ded Lincoln Bupti1 Association in W ar
the winter in Fruitland Park, Fla., Graves, Domenick Cuccinello, Jr.; ham. Mass., motored here for an ren Wednc day. Rev. J. W. Hyaand the month of Aprirl with her Ethel L. Jordan. Lawrence A overnight stay with Mfs. Ella Bird, song of the Rockport Baptist
daughter. Mrs. Milton Frieze in New ’ Yates, Arlene M. Winchenbach. arriving Saturday and returning Church will be one of the speakers
Jersey, is now visiting Prof, and ! Russell S. Young. Winifred Dim- Sunday.
at the forenoon "r ton.
Mrs. Wilbert Snow in Middleton, j ick. Ann R. Jacobs. Hope H. BowA reheanal of the work will fol
Tie
State
of
Maine
alumni
of
Conn. She will arrive home the ley. Eva S. Porter, Barbara J.
low ’.he stated inerting of Harbor
last of this week to be guest of Mrs. Brown and Janet P. Wade. E ' Farmington Normal School will Light Chapter OE.S. tonight. All
Maynard Graffam, sub-master of hold a luncheon In Portland May
Elmer Bird.
officers are especially urged to be
Ballard Business School, is a pa 20. Tiose in this vicinity interest*
present.
tient at Knox Hospital for observa 1ed in attending, or who liave cars
Maynard Graffam, who has been
J
for
transportation,
are
asked
to
call
tion.
confined
to his home the past few
Mrs C. H Morey, Tel. 433-J. at
days by illness, was taken to Knox
G E O R G E S R IV ER R O A D
Hospital Sunday for examination,
j Mrs. I eslie Watts, who suffered
T ie business meeting of the Finn- .
READ ALL THE NEWS
a serious ill turn last week, is now
isli Church will be held tonight.
THEN READ ALL TIIE ADS
, able to be about, the house.
| Mr. and Mrs. Ross Patterson ino! tored from Portland Sunday for a
W ednesday N igh t Is
brief stay at their home on Ames
A W A R D NITE, $ 1 7 5
bury Hill.
Mrs. Sluart Farnham and infant
Smash That Sabotage! TNT
son
Stuait. lift Waldo County Hos
Romance! Facta! OranfW!...
pital. Mcnlay and will visit with
• her parent in Belfast for several
days before returning to their
home here

ROCKPORT

Fifth A n n iversa ry Sale
THURSDAY, FRIDAY, SATURDAY, MAY 4, 5, 6

TO SONS AND
DAUGHTERS!

20% O FF
D re s s e s

S k ir ts

w a spy I1
SALLY IILCRS

J a c k e ts

AILAR LAM . nun IX
1FRMR M. THOMAS

R e v e r s ib le C o a ts
H o s ie r y

S w e a te rs

B lo u s e s

Charlie's «»
the money
..and out
of luck'-

S ilk U n d e r w e a r

M any Special Bargains
A LFR ED A
7 LIM EROCK ST R E E T ,

TH UR SDA Y

MONEY*

\ j w un

TODAY
WEAVER BROS.
"DOWN IN ARKANSAS"

PERRY
R O C K L A N D . M A IN E
52-53

) ( i

T E N A N T ’S H A R B O R
____

Willard Centenary W.C.T.U. will
meet .it the Bnptin Church Thurs
-(
— w
.
day at 2 30. A .pedal program will
The flowers that
I be given. As this is a newly organbloom in motbii
| ized Union, an invitation is extend
Harden are onlyj
ed to the women of the community
half a , i.wcit to
,
to join the White Ribboners.
her as the flowers *<i /
Dr. and Mrs. C. H. Leach made a
you send!
<
business trip to Portland recently
' and while there were guests ol Mr.
i and Mr;.. William Holman. Dr. and
; Mrs. Leach attended a family party
i Saturday night at the home of Mr.
TEL. 318-W
371 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND and Mis. Eugene Stoddard in Rock
land.

SILSBY’S
FLOWER SHOP

This And That

Two Maine Winners
M rs. Corey o f Dam ariscotta
First, and Mrs. H eistad of
Rockport S econ d In New
York Contest

Mrs. Philip V. Corey of DainarlI scotta ha.> been awarded the fir.it
I
prize for Maine in the New York
By K. 8. F.
Herald Tribune Press Conference,
held in co-operation with the de
Remember this: "The heart that partment of press and publicity of
is truly happy, never grows old."
the General Federation of Women's
• ♦ ♦•
Clubs. T i t second prize was award
It’s a sad thing to start a really
fine man off into the limelight of ed Mrs. Gladys S. HeL'tad of Rock
port. Their ribbons, blue for Mrs.
political controversy too early. It's
Corey and red for Mrs. Heistad, will
about the worst thing that could
be awarded at the annual conven
happen to his prospects. I note
tion cf the Maine Federation of
that Pennsylvania has thrown
Women's Clubs a t Rangeley June
William Bullitt's hat and all into j
22, 23 and 24. by tlie State publicity
the ring. I suspect it's a head off
chairman. MLss G reta Kerr.
for the generous talk of the Vice
Mrs. Corey is n member of the
President. I t Is said that Bullitt
Newcastle-Damariscotta Women's
has been called the Roosevelt eyes
Club and Mrs Heistad of the Metheand ears in Europe.
besec Club, and both their articles
» • • «
were reports of their club meetings.
It Ls a fact that each person
These two prize winners, chosen
breathes out enough carbon every
from 17 Maine entries, are auto
hour In the form of carbonic acid
matically entered in the national
gas to make a diamond of at least
contest, the winners to be announced
100 carats.
ot the biennial council meeting te• • • •
ing held in San Francisco in Ma;'.
In New York there was a sale in
Mrs. Maude Clark G ay cf Waldo
1926 of tlie autograph manuscript
boro, president of the Maine Feder
of Robert Louis Stevenson's "David
ation, will be in attendance at the
Balfour." This went to Dr. A. S. W.
convention, as will Miss Anna Cato
Rosenbach for $6,350 and the high
Witherie of Castine, past president
est price in the disposal oi a num
of the Maine Federation.
ber of rare works of early English
The articles submitted by Mrs.
literature. I see little of these high
Corey and Mrs. Heistad were among
prices quoted these days for rare
17 entries from Maine, six of these
bits.
being
selected by the following
• • • •
judges, Mrs Emma W Moseley, Mrs.
"Have you got so now you can
Fred S. Marsh and Mrs. Ruth L.
distinguish classical music, dear?”
Sturgis, all of Portland, to be sent
asked Mrs. Newcomer.
to the club department of the Herald
■'I think so." replied her lutsband. Tribune.
"When a piece threatens every min
Tills Ls tlie third year tluit sudi a
ute to be a real nice tune and al
contest has been sponsored by the
ways disiippolnts me, it's classical."
New York Herald Tribune, and last
• • • •
When Atlantic clippers can fly year there were but three entries
from New York to Bermuda in less from the State.
than four hours, which was done
April 13. hum ans are making almost
more progress thart the natural
winged creatures of the air, Almost
never, however, except in illness or
war. is there need for the rush, but
individuals will outfly the birds yet.
• • • •
Tiings not lo do: Never leave the
house for the day without a mental
census of the windows and doors
being locked and all gas and elec
tricity looked after; and never leave
your key where It might get into
iinproiier hands.
• • • •
Dr. Fannie Fern Andrews has re*
turned from a four months tour of
Europe In pursuit of material for a
new series of books on Central
Europe. I wonder how she dares
to say, "W hat is what In Europe."
• • • •
Grandpa and little granddaughter
were out for a walk. As they
neared an lee cream shop, grand
daughter said very slyly, "Do you
know, grandpa, it's fun being with
you. even when we are not drinking
sodas or eating ice cream." G rand
pa took the hint.
• • • •
Did you know that there is a nico
tinic acid? And it's tlie newest
known of vitamins. It is a chemical
relative to nicotine and the richest
sources cf nicotinic acid arc liver,
kidney, brains, yeast and heart
meat. Liver and kidney arc best to
cure pellagra.
• • • •
Da you think the leaves of the
trees will be on time this year?
The proper date for full develop
ment Ls June 1, Watch and see.
♦ • • •

MRS. ANDREWS GRATEFUL
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:_
It gives me great pleasure t
thank, through the columns of you
paper. A. J. Carter of Amesburi
Mass., for the letter of informatio
he sent me. telling "how the lat
Frank B. Miller gained recognitlo
for the cat."
Mrs. John H. Andrews
Rockport, April 30.

CAM DEN
Richard Moody son of Mr. and
Mrs. Jay Moody, will leave soon to
join the N Yj \ Project at Dexter
where he will be placed in tlie
inetai working department

N e w U n d e r-a rm
C re a m D e o d o ra n t
r a f e ly

Stops P e rs p ira tio n

X. Does not rot dresses — does
not irritate skin.
2 . No waiting to dry. Can be used
right after shaving.
3 . Instantly stops perspiration for
1 to 5 days. Removes odor
from perspiration.
4 . A puie while, greaseless, stain
less vanishing cream.
5. Arrid lias been awarded the
Approval Seal of the American
Institute of Laundering, for
being harmless to fabrics.
IS MILLION jara ot Arrid
have baan aoid. Try a jartodayl

"Bobby, why do you stay in bed so
late in the mornings?" asked
mother. "You must think of Hie
bird and how early they get up and
out."
"Well," said Bobby, "if I had to 30c . i . . * '
•» lli« a lo iV i
JYCaia,
(.i>. i. in,
sleep in a ted of sticks and straws.
Id get up early too"
• • • •
W ednesday-Thursday
The following was sent from a n 
other State and I do not know what
paper printed it, but It's worth a
thought or two: "The President
says we must help England nnd
France. Well, let's do it the Ameri
can way. The Dies investigation
committee says that in the United
States are 25.000 Nazis. 10,000 Fas
cists. and 75,000 Communists. We
also have 4 000.000 who are not citi
zens of the United States. Now
there is a nice little army for
France and England. For generals
and other officers, we could draw
from those Senators and Congress
men who voted to get us into the
League of Nations, as well as those
who voted for the reorganization
bill; add to these tlie yes men and
the 'lift thp Spanish embargo
crowd.' John L. Lewis could make
Saiaaa Flay bv Walla Root
a very good showing with his C I O.
NOW PLAYING
shock troops. Miss Perkins could
"DODGE CITY"
handle the Red Cross division in
with
wonderful form and tf she got a
ERROL FLYNN
OLIVIA I)L H4VILI4NO
little hard pressed. Mr. Browder
could step in and help. With this
hold-back-progress element out of
the way. we could proceed to insti
tute needed reforms ”
Dockland
Tel. 883
• • • ♦
Shows Mat. 2.00: Evj «15, M S
Continuous Saturday 3 15 to 10.45
Oil. to be In Boston in Gilbert
Davit Ithi lime
and Sullivan time!

A R R ID

E very-O ther-D ay

R ock lan d C ourier-G azette, T u esday, M ay 2, 1939

P age Eight

rrr.

Poultry Outlook

A MAID CALLED MILLS
2 5

Y E A R S

A G O
W h om Y ou W ill T ak e T o Your H eart When S h e T alks
A b o u t H ousehold M atters

A review from The Courier-Gazette of happening* which interested
Rockland and vicinity during the corresponding period in 1914

E A L M
M

u

O F

More E ggs Than Last Spring Car R egistration T o Be *
— F eed Plentiful — T u r
Based U pon the V ehicle’s
k eys Increase
H orsepow er

S IC

Highlight*
j The plan adopted by the last
1. Price level steady, business Maine legislature of figuring auto
mobile registration cost on a basis
activity and employment steady.
by Gladys St, Clair lleistad
of horsepower alone will make but
2.
More
eggs
produced
this
spring
Robinson
twin
son
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Liberty. March 30, to Mr. and modern urban existence is tolerable
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and Mr. McBride, a stunning'youth discoveries have resulted in the
Mrs. Samuel Bagley, a daughter.
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towering several inches over his creation of jobs for 16.000.000 per
Aoh Point. April 1. to Mr. and get away from it or are compelled
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partner, played beautifully; this was sons In nine different fields of en
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Mrs. Randall W. Dyer a son.
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